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Josephus was inclined" to the opinion th a t 1the teats in streams. I n a little while Mr,
P otm an came. H e looked a t the cow and
this was just the cow he wanted.
She cannot be very o ld ,’ he said, looking was favorable impressed. He looked a t the
a t the rings on the horns, where the growth distended udder and nodded with satisfac
tion.
of each year is marked.
‘ How old is she ?’ he asked.
‘ The man said she was eight years o ld ,’
‘ I think she is eight this spring,’ said
replied Potm an, ‘ and I shouldn’t call her
Amos.
much younger. I guess she’s eight.’
‘ W hat is the price ?’
Josephus walked around the cow several
‘ Twenty-five dollars.’
times and finally asked her price.
1T h at’s too much.’
‘ I ought to have tw enty dollars. M r.
‘ V ery well. I didn’t ask you to buy.’
A lien. She's worth it every cent,’
• B u t— I should like ju st such a cow, if I
Josephus shook his head. H e could not
pay so much for a cow. Then followed a could get her a t a fair price. L e t’s have a
lung discussion upon the value o f such an look a t her mouth.’
‘ There it is.’ said A m os; and he felt per
an im al; and finally Potm an grew generous.
He let the cow go for fifteen dollars, though fectly safe in saying so, for ae had handled
with seeming reluctance.
Josephus paid the cow’s mouth until she would have it
the money and drove the cow home. H e handled no more. In short, she was afraid
did not w ant the calf, so th a t very night he of pain.
P otm an made several attem pts to look
sold it to a neighbor, who wanted it to mate
into the cow’s mouth but was forced to give
one that he already owned.
On the following morning the cow was it up as a bad job.
For the Portland Transcript.
‘ I guess you’ll find it all rig h t,’ said Amos
milked and then turned into the pasture.
V I N E - L I F E .
The quantity of milk given on this morning as he drew up the stool and prepared to
was rem arkably s m a ll; but then it was not milk the aged animal.
BY FLORENCE PERCY.
Mr. Potm an stood by and saw the cow
to be wondered at. The cow probably miss
ed her calf, and had eaten nothing. A t milked. H e saw a large wooden pail filled
In the dead barrenness ol winter lime
I marked this woodbine latticing the wall,
to
the brim and then a small tin pail filled
night, however, after cropping the tender
And said—How pleasantly in summer’s prime
grass all day, she would be sure to give a beside. I t was the largest quantity of milk
This vine shall beautify and curtain a ll!”
he had ever seen from one cow a t one milk
good account of herself.
D uring the afternoon Amos Bean dropped ing.
Ere yet in leafless elms the robins sung,
‘Does she usually give as much as th a t? ’
in a t the cooper’s shop. Amos was a neigh
Nature touched tenderly the network screen,
And with her silent fingers slowly strung
‘ I don’t think I ever milked less from her
bor, and a very warm friend. H e was a
The limber stems with gems of living green.
farm er in a small way, sometimes working at an evening’s milking,’ replied Amos, as
a t house-building. H e soon learned th a t he ajose and kicked the stool back.
Yet some remained unbudded. Day by day
‘ But twenty-five dollars is rath er high
Josephus had purchased a cow of Jo h n P o t
I watched -but not late April’s gracious air,
M r. B ean.’
man.
Nor yet the warmer smiles ol perfect May
Brought promise to the tendrils brown and bare.
‘ W ell— what o f it? You haven’t got to
‘ I don’t understand it,' said Amos. P o t
man is buying good cows. I heard him say, pay for her. I don’t think Seth Folsom will
Whereat I grieved. “ The winter was unkind,”
only two days ago, th a t he wanted four grumble a t the price. I f he does, he isn’t
I said. “ to shatter thus my summer dream ;—
more good milkers for his dairy. W h at did the man I take him to be.’
How shall these dry limbs scatter shade, or blind
Amos had turned to go into the house,
you
pay him ?’
My window from the sultry August beam ?
when Potm an called him back.
‘ Fifteen dollars.’
Yet see how June my faithless murmuring mocks !
‘ Is twenty-five dollars the least you’ll
‘ Cheap enough, a t this season, for a good
Lo, those new vigorous shoots, all fresh with leaves,
take for th a t cow ?'
cow. However, it may be all right.’
Clasp with their clinging hands these dry, dead stalks,
‘ Yes sir.’
In
the
evening
the
cow
came
from
the
And clamber up, rejoicing, to the eaves—
‘ A nd can I have her for th a t? ’
pasture with about as lank an udder as she
Till the brown skeleton is aleaf.
‘ I said so.’
had carried away in the morning and not
Fluttering and rain-fresh through its tendrilled length—
‘ Then she is mine.’
over a q u art o f milk could be obtained from
So what, last year, was death and bitter grief,
And
Jo h n P otm an gave Bean twenty-five
her.
M rs. Josephus was horror-stricken,
Becomes at once its glory and its strength.
dollars, and drove the cow home. A fter tea
while Josephus stood aghast.
Fettered and cramped by no depending cares.
W hat could it mean ? The pasture was Amos went to the village and gave Josephus
Up their strange trellis the long garlauds go,
one of the best in the country, and the grass the money he had obtained for the cow.
As went the angels up the shining stuirs
‘ B u t,’ said the cooper, opening his eyes
was green and tender.
Of Jacob’s vision in the long ago.
J u s t then Amos Bean came along again. with wonder, ‘ I can’t take all this-’
‘ I t’s all yours,’ returned Amos. ‘ I t ’s
He had feared something wrong from the
When shall we learn to read this life aright ?
When to our souls will the sweet grace be given
first. H e instituted a pretty thorough ex ju st what Potm an paid me for the cow. I
To make our disappointment and our blight
amination and pretty soon an exclamation of told him 1 was selling it for a friend.
But ladder-rouads to lift us nearer heaven ?
B y nine o’clock the story had leaked out
astonishment signified th a t he had found the
in Stanley’s store, and before the villagers
‘ mice.’
‘ Look here,’ said he, pulling open the had separated for the night it had been
pretty generally circulated. I t was as good
cow's mouth.
Josephus looked, and found th at the an i as a holiday ; for the people knew Potm an’s
deceitful, niggardly character and it was re
mal
was
almost
toothless
!
The
front
teeth
T H E C O O P E R ’S C O W T R A D E .
freshing to know th at for once he h ad been
were all gone !
‘ B u t,’ he grasped, ‘ it can’t be her age.— forced to p u t on the tight boot.
A H u m o ro u s S k e tc h .
The following day was a rainy one, and
H er horns don’t show it.’
‘ D on't th e y ?’ echoed Amos. ‘ Look a a t night, when Mr- P o tm an ’s cows came in
BV STLVASUS COBB, JR .
little closer. The upper rings have been from the pasture, he fancied th a t his new
Josephus Allen was a cooper. H e had a scraped down, and the surface colored ! The purchase had changed color most marvelous
little shop in the outskirts of the village, cat is out. This cow has been a good milk ly, She was dabbled all over, as though
where he shaved and thumped away, early er ; but she’s got bravely over it now. She soused in a vat of old coffee, and the dark
and late, working hard to support himself must be along towards twenty years old ; liquid was dripping from her hair. H er
and family.
A more honest man never and I guess for some years she has been fed bag was as lauk as a dishcloth, with hardly
milk enough in it to pay for milking. W ith
lived,— or, at least, he was as honest as man on swill.’
Josephus was beside himself with pain and an oath and a vigorous assault, Potm an
need to be. H e owned a respectable dwell
managed to get ju s t enough view into the
mortification.
ing and a few acres of land, and he kept a
‘ By the jum pin’ Jonathan !’ he swore ‘ I ’ll cow’s mouth to show him th at the front teeth
pig, and some hens, and a cow. This brute
property being under the especial care of go back to John Potm an directly. I will were all g o n e! H e examined the horns and
Mrs. Josephus Allen. I t was generally ac make him take the cow apd return my mon found th a t they had been fixed.
‘--------------------- ! I t ’s the old cow !’ I
knowledge that nobody’s pig was so sleek ey ; and I ’ll tell him just w hat I think of
dare not write the opening rem arks of Jo h n
and fat as was Mrs. A llen’s, nobody’s eggs him !’
‘ Don’t do any such thing,’ said Amos. Potm an on th a t occasion. They were awful
were so large and S3 sure to be fresh and
nobody's butter was so sweet and so yellow. ‘Potm an would only laugh a t you. I t was ly profane.
A few days afterw ards Potm an met Amos
‘ This is Mrs. Josephus A llen’s b u tter.’— what he would call a fair tra d e ; and if you
•Mrs. Allen brought in these eggs.’ L et got cheated, he would say it was your fault. Bean in the street. ‘ B ean ,’ said he, trying
the shop-keeper thus announce and the things I know him very well. If there's any way to smile as he spoke, you’re a coon!— you
were bought immediately. And Josephus in which we can come up w ith the old rascal, did th at well. B u t tell me one th in g ; I
himself occupied a place equally firm in the I'll study it out. J u s t keep quiet until to know how you made the old cow’s horns
confidence of his fellows. His word was as morrow and let me think the m atter over. shine, and how you changed her color ; but
I don’t know how you managed to get th at
good as a bond and his work was in demand. D on’t say a word to anybody.’
Josephus promised th a t be would obey enormous bag of milk on her th a t night.—
One spring Josephus met with a sad mis
fortune. His cow broke through the floor the instructions of his friend and Amos then Will you tell me ?’
‘ Certainly replied Amos. ‘ I t was all
of the barn and broke her leg— broke it so went away.
The poor cooper did not sleep a wink all very simple. She’d been fed on barley pud
badly th a t mending was out of the question.
that night. The loss of his money was .some ding and oat meal gruel, and had not been
W hat should he do for another cow ?
‘You must go and buy one,” said his thing to one in his situation, but th a t was milked for five days.’
On his way home John Potm an rubbed
as nothing compared with the outrage which
wife.
he felt had been put upon him. H is wife, his ear as though something had bitten it.
‘ B ut cows must be high this season.’
‘ Never mind. A cow we must have.— too, worried a great d e a l; for she supposed
D idn ’t L ik e the S ubject.— Mr. Steele
You ought to get a good one for fifteen dol the purchase money of the cow was almost a
dead loss : and she also supposed th a t her was putting up a splendid suit of apartm ents.
lars— a good new-milch cow.
‘A h, but the fifteen dollars, M rs. A llen.’ husband would be well laughed a t for allow One of the largest of them was to be devoted
to public lectures, and he was very solicitous
‘ I can let you have ten o f it— ten dollars ing himself to be so cheated.
On the following morning Amos Bean th a t it should be so constructed as to be fav
th a t I have laid up from the sale of butter
came and announced th a t he had thought of orable to the transmission of sound. H e
and eggs.’
Thus furnished with the ‘Snows’ of trade, a plan by which Mr. John Potm an could be was very slack in paying his workm en; and
one day, when he was quite behindhand in
Josephus started forth in search of a cow, corrected.
I owe the old skin-flint a punishment,’ this m atter, he came suddenly into the midst
and after tram ping a whole day without
finding what he sought, he finally brought up said he,’ ‘ and if you will tru st your cow in of them to sec what progress they were mak
at John Potm an's. H e had seen many ju st my hands, I think I'll pay him off for both ing. They were a t work on the lecture
such cows as he wanted, but they were not you and myself. In the meantime you may room, and he told the boss carpenter to stand
for sale. H e had so far avoided M r. P o t take one of my cows until we can make a r on the rostrum and make a speech, so that
he might judge of the effect of sound in the
man, because he had no very good opinion rangements for getting another one.’
Josephus did not stop to ask many ques house. The carpenter took the stand, but
of th a t individual's honesty. In fact, he
tions.
He
allowed
Amos
fo
take
the
an
ti
commenced scratching his head instead of
knew th a t John Potm an was a man who
cheated when he could. B ut he concluded quated animal away and in return he brought speaking, and was obliged to say th a t he
was a better hand at clinching nails than
to take a look a t P otm an’s stock, trusting back a good cow belonging to his friend.
Amos Bean put the old cow into a close arguments, and could make a house sooner
th a t he knew enough about cows to take
stall, where she could not be seen by the than a speech.
care of himself.
‘ Never mind,’ said the owner, ' never
John Potman was a farm er, and did con passers-by, and one of his first manipulative
siderable business in buying and selling operations was to saw off the tips of the mind th a t; say the first thing th at comes
stock, and he also loaned money to needy horns and darken what was left with a mix into your head.’
‘ W ell, then, your honor, if I must, 1
men at exorbitant rates of interest. H e ture of potash, after which he rubbed them
took no mortgages for security. W hen he down with a little French Polish. A bottle m ust; so here goes : W e have been working
here
for six months past, and have not re
of
dye-sluff,
made
of
logwood
and
iron
ca
re
loaned money, he wanted a right-out bill-ofsale of some good property, and thus did fully applied, changed the cow’s color from ceived one dollar of our pay, aud we would
just like to know how soon you intended to
much stock, in horses, oxen and cows, fall a light red to a beautiful brindle.
One afternoon Bean saw John Potm an in do the fair thing ?’
into his hands.
a
store
and
he
went
in
and
purchased
a
piece
‘ V ery well done,’ said M r. Steele; ‘ you
I t was in the morning when Josephus
called upon M r. Potm an and when he had of tobacco. A fter passing the time of day speak very well. I can hear distinctly, but
made known his want, he was informed that with his intended victim, he started to go I must confess I don’t like the su b jec t!’
out and then turned as though he had for
he had come just in the ‘ nick of tim e.’
W hite M en as L aborers at the S outh.
• I ’ve got just exactly the anim al you gotten something.
‘ A h— look here, Stanley,’ he said, ad W e wish we could remove one fallacy from
w ant,’ said the stock-trader— ‘a fine, large
the
N orthern mind, and th a t is tho fallacy
cow, healthy and stro n g ; kind and gentle ; dressing the shop-keeper, ‘ if Seth Folsom
th a t labor performed by negroes on the plan
an easy milker— with a calf three weeks old. comes in here, I wish you’d tell him he can
tations o f the South cannot be done by white
1 took her only a few days ago for debt. see th a t cow this evening. I'v e got one that
will suit him exactly. And w ith this Amos men. W e say it c a n ; and can be done
Come and look a t her.’
cheaper
and better. Intelligent and inde
Josephus followed Mr, Potm an to the barn, left the store. H e had gone but a few steps,
pendent Southerners will adm it this. W hy.
whore the cow was pointed out. She ap  however, when he heard his name pro
the white farmers of the west, in their h ar
peared to be all th a t had been represented. nounced.
‘ M r. Bean. A h— stop a moment. You vesting season, work and are happy and
She had a large well poportioued frame, was
healthy, under a sun quite as oppressive as
of a light red color, and was in respectable spoke of a cow.
flesh. The udder was ample and when J o 
I t was John Potm an. Amos had expect th a t of this latitude. The hod carriers of
the
N orth, w ith no wool to shield their heads
sephus tried the teats, he found th a t they ed this, for he knew th a t the old rascal still
work as no negro could work, m a sun quite
wanted two or three good milkers
yielded milk freely.
as broiling as anything experienced in a rice
‘ O f course.’ said P otm an, there’s no milk
‘ Yes, sir,’ said Bean.
field or a cane brake. W e throw these as
now, for the calf has taken w hat he wanted,
‘ W hat have you g o t? ’
‘ A cow th a t has been left with me by a sertions out for the examination of the phil
and the women folks have got the rest. B ut
osopher and the statesman. A nd we will
you see w hat she is. D id you ever see a friend who wants money.’
anticipate events so far as to say th a t a
‘ W h a t is she ?’
better bag?'
sugar plantation will be worked in this State
How much m ilk does she give ?’ asked
• Come and see for yourself.’
by white men before the year is out.
‘ W here is sh e?’
Josephus.
D on't, then, believe those who tell you
' She will be in my yard a t sundown this
‘ I haven’t had a chance to find out exact
I tb a t a wb*te man ca“’t do what a negro can.
ly ,’ replied Putman. ‘ Pve only had her a evenmiT
‘ I ’ll come and look a t her.’
I H e ca“ ,d ° a11 thatL a neSro 5 an do- in th,e
few days, and the calf has run with her all
T hat evening, when Amos drove his cattle I waY ° f labo” D«
the S“n’ a“d ever"s°-much
the tim e; but the man th a t I got her o f told
up
from
the
pasture,
he
turned
the
old
cow
more• Ue a - __
me she would give, on an average, twelve
gCt a wife without a failq uarts a t a milking, in the height of feed. out into the yard with them. A handsomer j y QU m w;8|1
I f I hadn’t already more stock that I can brindle, iu the fading daylight, was never ; j .
w|iat if the lady, after you find her.
feed, I wouldn’t sell her a t any price. J u s t seen ; her horns were dark and glossy ; and happens to be in want of a husband of the
look a t that calf. Is n 't it a beauty ?
her bag was so full th a t the milk ran from same character ?
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A H um an H air Pair.
R A C H EL G R E EN O U G H ’S BOOK. even to father. But don’t work yourself to
death, darling !’
Very few of our gentle readers, probably,
Sunset on the East River—and a lovelier
Rachel kissed the withered forhead, and went
ever heard of, or imagined such a thing as a stretch of sky never gladdened the eye of beauty back with renewed vigor to her toil.
Human H air F air. As few, perhaps, ever seeking a r tis t! A merry little music box of an
A year had passed away, more than a year,
thought of inquiring into the source of the April shower was dimpling tho turbid tides and the May days were growing longer and
beautiful tresses which are seen every day like the dance of invisible fairies, and the shin sweeter, when Rachel came home one evening
in those arm ories of Venus, the windows of ing sheets of rain, sweeping away to wreathe earlier than usual.
‘ Father, would not yon like to take a long
the hair dressers. W e are reminded, how themselves about the arch of a shadowy rain
bow, whose solemn splendor gleamed athw art ride to-morrow, with mother and me?'
ever, by a late French paper, th at this is the the heavens, were transformed into so many
‘ A ride ?’ repeated the old man mechanically,
season of the annual hair fair at Morlaas, in tiny kaleidoscopes, as the level sun streamed ‘ a ride into the country ? 0 , yes, let us go !
the Lower Pyrenees, in France. M orlaas is triumphantly over the spires of the great city. I believe the sight of the green grass would do
near the city of P au, and it is from a P au Involuntarily the passengers all thronged to the my old eyes more good than all the rose-water
journal th a t present season. The hair deal rough wooden guards of the uncouth little in the world !’
The next day came, and as the carriage
ers were crowing into the place from all ferry-boat—tho rudest laborer of them all felt
a sudden thrill at his heart as the conqueror rolled through fragrant country roads, where
points— from Toulouse, and even from B or sun threw down his golden lance across the the banks on cither side were sprinkled with
deaux ; and the young peasant girls of the long line of tremulous waves; if ho had not, butter-cups, and the gnarled old apple-trees
neighborhood, famous for their fine and he would have been an iron man indeed !— shook their coronals of pink blossoms overhead,
abundant heads of hair, were flocking to tho When Nature speaks in some intonations all Abel Greenough’s heart stirred with the glad
market like sheep, to be shorn of their locks her children recognize her language and bow feelings he had known as a boy, long, long
ago.
for the adornm ent of other and prouder heads before i t !
• Rachel, this is something like living? But
Rachel Grcenough leaned over the guards
Even young husbands accompauy their wives
gazing earnestly at the bright sky, her lips isn’t this the Waynsborough road we are tu rn 
to insist upon their despoiling themselves, apart, and a flush upon hor generally colorless ing into? Do you intend to visit the Old Pop
for a trifling consideration, of their beautifulj cheek. She was not a beauty, dear reader, our lar Farm ?’
heads of hair. Twenty francs is the highest JRachel ; if you had passed her iu the streets
‘ Would you like to sec it again, father?’
‘ Would I like it, daughter?’ repeated Abel,
price which is given for the head of hair, you would not have cared to look twice. She
and a m ajority of the damsels p a rt with was merely a nice-looking girl, rather pale, almost reproachfully.
Rachel leaned over to clasp the old man's
with black hair growing low on her forhead,
their locks for a tenth p a rt of that sum.
tremulous hand.
This siugular m arket is held in the open and gray, thoughtful eyes. But the stalwart
‘ Dear father, you shall see it !’
young iuan at her side firmly believed that there
street, and attracts crowds of curious as well was not a sweeter, truer luce in all the wide
There it lay in the mellow noonday sunshine,
as interested persons. Girls are seen to be world ; and he ought to know, for had ho not the stately poplars rearing their tapering spires,
sheared in public, while others are waiting known her ever since they sat side by side on as of old, in front of the portico, and the
their turn, with their caps iu their hands, the wooden benches of the old red school house grove of dark cedars still casting cloistral shad
and their long hair combed out and hanging uuder the hill ? H adn't lie dwelt all his life ows on the velvet grass at the north of the
down to their waists. The shearers are men within sight of the Old Poplar Farm, which house. The coral honey-suckle waved its clus
ters of bloom around the poreh-pillars, as if
Rachel’s father used to own ?
as well as women. Some of our fair readers
‘ Isn’t this a splendid shower, Rachel ? IIow not a day had elapsed since Mr. Grcenough
will conclude th a t this must be a degrading delicious tho air is !’ Rachel turned her large passed out beneath them with a breaking heart,
scene. B ut how else could the stock of eyes wistfully up into his face.
and the brown-breasted robins, darting in and
wigs, and frisettes, and bands, and top pieces,; ‘ Don’t it remind you of the April rains that out of the patriarchal cherry-trees, eyed the
new-comers shyly, as if uncertain whether they
used
to
patter
on
the
brook,
where
the
wild
and curls, which is needed to prop up the
tottering beauty of the sex be supplied ?— honeysuckles and the hazel bushes grew, were friends or Iocs. N o t” a patch of moss
more upon the low-caved roof—not a grayer
Charles'?
0
,
how
I
long
to
escape
from
the
Tons of black silken hair, sheared in the
whirl and tum ult here, and feel the sweet coun stain on the antique well-sweep, so clearly
manner above described, from the heads of try winds upon my brow !’
outlined against the dazzling sky—they might
the peasant damsels of the south of France,
‘ So do I, Rachel,’ lie answered ; ‘ you can't almost have qnitted it yesterday.
are imported into this country annually.
‘ But, Rachel,’ said the old man, uneasily,
imagine how beautiiul it looks at the old farm,
the violets are all blue upon the southern slopes, ‘ why is no one stirring about the place ? Why
deserted ?’
S hall I S end M y S on ?— A few months and the borders where you planted the crocuses does it look
‘ Mr. Jennings sold it a few days since,
ago a father ‘ could not let his son go as a look as if they were edged with gold .”
‘ I wish I could see them ! murmured Rachel, father, and it has been vacated, ready for the
volunteer, his education was so complete and
new occupants.’
bis prospects in life so encouraging.’ Tho with clasped hands.
‘ And where are they, daughter?' he ques
‘ Then, dearest,’ urged the young man eager
fath er’s hopes were all centred in him and ly, ‘ why not accept my offer at once? Why tioned as he stood on the sunshiny porch look
he ‘ could not let him go.’ That son was need you stay here, working brain and health ing wistfuly about him.
since killed by an accidental discharge of a away, when I would so gladly toil for both?
‘ Here, dearest father !’ said Rachel, throw
gun while out w ith a party gunning. His Rachel, you know how warm a welcome my ing her arms about his neck. ‘ We are the
owners
of the dear old farm once more. I
life instead of being imperilled or laid down mother would give you at the old homestead,
upon the altar of bis country, was lost in- be my wife now, and the roses of the spriog- bought it and paid for it yesterday. Will you
take it as a gift from your own little Rachel?’
gloriously in the forests. An appeal was time will be brighter to me than ever before!’
‘ But where—but how— ?’ stammered the
‘ Not yet—the time is not yet, Charles,’ she
made to a mother not long since, to send her said in a low voice, but one which was too de bewildered old man.
two sons. ‘ She could not, she doted on cided to admit of an appeal. ‘ My mission is
‘ Father, it is for this that I have been toil
ing during the last eleven years. My work is
them .’ ‘ They were her darling boys.’— still unaccomplished.’
done
at last—tell me that you approve i t !’
‘
Rachel,’
said
the
young
man,
1
*
I
won’t
de
They did not go. Their lives were not im
But ere Abel Greenough could answer, a
perilled for their country. They remained ny that your language is beyond my compre
tall
figure
darted from the wall of cedars, and
a t home. B u t verily, • he th a t saveth his hension. You always were too good aud wise
Charles Harford caught Rachel in his arms.
life shall lose it.’ They were striekened with for me, darling, but I ’ll wait your own time,
‘ Mysterious little riddle ! And I should
even if it should he a hundred years !
fever. They died in humble graves, not
She put her little hand in his, with a confid never have known this had not Jennings acci
honored for having struck a blow or raised ing gesture that made his mauly heart leap dentally revealed the name of the anonymous
purchaser of the Old Poplar Farm ! But
an arm in their country's defense ! Is there with gratified pride.
‘ 1 don't wonder that you are tired of the Rachel, am I right in concluding that the mis
not a Providence iu such events? Is not
sion
you have so often spoken of is a t length
city,
Rachel,’
he
went
on,
talking
rapidly
to
the call for our sons a call from G od?—
veil his embarassinent ; 1 for even I, who have fulfilled ? Rachel, is the time come when I
S p ringfield Republican.
may
claim you as my little wife'?’
only been here a week, feel as if I were lost in
Nobody could ever assert distinctly just what
Dentist—‘ Well mariner, which tooth do you its whirlpool. And you have lived here—let
Rachel
answered to this appeal, but it certain
desire to have extracted? la it the luular or me see—’
‘ Ten years,’ said Rachel quietly. ‘ Sec, ly wasn’t ‘ No.’ For when the purpfe-andincisor ?’
gold-wingcd
butterflies swarmed in early June
‘ Jack (short and sharp)—‘ I t ’s in the upper Charles, the boat has stopped ; we are a t New
around the snowy blooms of tho great white
tier, on the larboard aide. Bear a hand you York pier. And now, good bye !’
rose-tree
under
the southern windows, every
‘ And when shall I see you again ?’
awab ; for it'a nipping my jaw like a bloody
‘ I don't know, dearest—in heaven's own bud was gathered to deck the dark braids of a
lobster.’
quiet
bride
whose
dress of moonlight-colored
good time. Until then, good-bye !’
Charles Harford stood on the crowded pier, silk was scarcely more spotless than her heart.
EU R O PEA N TROUBLES.
Old Abel Greenough was in his glory that
heedless of hurrying passengers and shouting
It is not on the principle th at ‘ misery loves curtincn—stood, firm and iinovable as a post, night, welcoming once more to his home
company ’ that we direct attention to the fore his eyes shaded from the level sunshine with the friends and neighbors he had known long
shadowings of trouble in Europe, but because one hand, watching the little figure in gray- ago, and never weary of telling how it was
they require notice as a part of the current dress and simple straw bonnet until it had dis that he come back to them.
‘ Charles,’ said he, as the handsome young
history of the times, and because they may appeared in the swaying crowd. And then he
possibly come to have a bearing on our own turned slowly away, feeling as if he would gives bridegroom came to tell Rachel that the cler
gyman
was waiting, and to arrange one last
crisis. The effort to cry down the Garibaldi uncounted worlds to he a boy again, with a
movement as an insignificant affair, does not hoy’s privilege of ‘ crying out ’ his grief. rose bud in her hair, ‘ I should almost grudge
my
little
one to any one else than you. Take
The April shower had tinkled out its brief
succeed. Garibaldi is at this moment the vir
tual sovereign of Sicily. The King’s ministers tune, and floated away through the golden arch her, my boy, and if she makes half as good a
wife
as
she
has been a daughter, you’ve got a
unite iu urging that the country be declared iu way of sunset, to sprinkle other lands with
a state of siege. On the other hand, Garibaldi baptismal dew. On the narrow panes .of the treasure worth all the diamond-mines of Peru !’
Aud so Rachel Greenough was married at
is reported to make tho haughty demand, as little city window the lingering drops yet spark
the price of his forbearance, that the king shall led like stray diamonds, and all along the west last, under the peaceful roof of the Old Poplar
dismiss his prime minister and set about the ern horizon great ridges of luminous cloud- Farm-house.—Harper's Weekly.
solution of the Roman question ‘ seriously.’— pearl lay heaped in fantastic piles and drifts.—
flow a collision of some kind can be avoided, llow it had r a in e d a n d what a faint, sweet T H E S U R P R IS E —A R E V O L U T IO N 
odor there was in the moist atmosphere!
ARY SK ETCH .
does not now appear.
I t is not to bo overlooked that this imbroglio A smell of springing grass, and swelling leafThe following incident will illustrate the
involves another and the most powerful person buds, and moss patches, sending up aromatic fact that one of the softer sex, by her heroism,
age in Europe. Louis Napoleon can alone settle incense through layers of brown, fallen leaves. energy and self-devotion, may accomplish much.
the Roman question, so as to avoid a demon Even in the city street old Abel Grcenough felt At the date to which we allude, the Americans
stration so menacing to the peace of Europe as its undefined charm, and stretched his gray were struggling for independence. By a series
that which Garibaldi proposes to himself. But head out of tho window, like a captive who of misfortunes their cause was nearly lost in
thus far there are no indications of the Em looks through prison bars, and vainly yearns the South. The most sanguine began to feel
peror's policy. But he must act *^oon, or the for his native land.
discouraged. The tories were fearfully active,
‘ Come, father, tea is ready !’ said his bust and the country was suffering all tho horrors
matter will have passed beyond his control. In
the meantime he is beset with other difficulties. ling, littlo wife, who, with one eye on the of civil war.
clock
and
one
on
the
singing
tea-kettle,
had
His late speech, designed to coerce Spain back
Colonel Ferguson, acting under the orders of
into an alliance with him in his Mexican pro spread the round, claw-legged table, setting Lord Cornwallis, was ravaging the frontier
jects, is almost unanimously denounced by the forth cups of brilliant ‘ flowing blue ’ ware, towns, and inciting the tories to take up arms,
Spanish journals. He will have to drop the and elaborately disposing the rarity of the sea which they were not slow in doing. Colonel
Mexican expedition, or go alone. And although son—a tumbler of tapering, crimson radashes, Clarke, of the Georgia volunteers, having been
lie is reported, on we kuow not what authority, immersed to their necks in clear, cold water— informed that a large party of loyalists were
to he much encouraged by our failure thus far in the centre of the small feast. ‘ I hear recruiting for the horse service, resolved to baffle
to suppress the rebellion, the experience cannot Rachel’s footsteps on the stairs; and here is their intentions, and with that object in view,
but suggest the great difficulties he will have to your big cushioned chair, all ready for you.— put his men in motion, and marched toward
contend with invading a population unitedly Aud I ’ve bought the nicest radashes, and—why, the scene of operations, llis command num
hostile to him. Between these troubles, there lather, w hat’s the m atter?’
bered two hundred men. On his way he stopped
Mrs. Grcenougli’s cheerful tones had changed for refreshment at the house of Capt. Dillard—
fore, and others which threaten to grow out of
Turkish and Russian events, the great Powers to an accent of grieved surprise as her eye fell an officer at the time acting with him as a volof Europe are likely to have enough to attend onnher husband’s
. , ,, face. , - ., ., ,
.
unteer. Mrs. Dillard, a sprightly, intelligent
0 , wife, wife! groaned forth Abel, limping W(JIUan reccived them vefy handsomely, and
to, without interfering in American affairs.—
to his chair with rheumatism-cramped
-rcrroahed them with the best her larder could
Boston Journal.
it docs seem as if I couldn t live, nohow in a|fdrJ ,f hig wag donecheerfullj and a iao with
this shut-up hole. I don t mind itso much in a „ood will for ahe waa aa patriotic as the
Feeding and W atering H orses.—The follow the winter ; but when it comes to this time at^UDcheat ^ hig among them.
ing abridged observations of a French writer, o year I feel as fchouoh I was perishing for a i
°
°
» ...
...
are deserving the attention of all who have breath of the winds that used to blow from the ’ While receiving the hospitality of Mrs. Dilold pine woods on the Poplar Farm.’
>ard, word was brp0USbt to tbem bY on.e frlend'
horses under their care :
Rachel’s soft step, as she came into the room ,' to the <»use ° f „fr5tedo“ - that a acoutl?S Pa rty
‘ The 6ame quantity of oats given to a horse
produce different effects, according to the time with a fresh color in her cheek and lips, inter- was iQ advance of Col. Ferguson s main body,
they are administered. 1 have made the exper rupted him ; but as she went up to give him ftnd encamped at a place known as ^Jre®n
Spring. This information caused Col. Clarke
iment on my own horses and always observed his usual kiss of greeting, he resumed:
‘ W hat's the use of all your book-learnin’ very heartily to resume his march,
there, is a quantity of matter not digested, when
I purposely gave them water immediately after and all your pen-and-ink work, daughter? It
It was well that he did so ; for upon the
a feed of oa'ts. There is decidedly, then, a can’t give me back the old meadows and pasture- evening of the same day a large party reached
great advantage in giving horses water before laud that was my father’s afore m o! 1 know Mrs. Dillard’s commanded by Col. Ferguson
grain is fed them. There is another bad prac you provide daily bread for us, hut what's the •himself. The good lady—the mistress of the
tice, I observe,—that of giving grain and hay use? Livin’ ain’t livin,’ in this cooped-up house—was ordered to prepare supper for the
on their return to the stable immediately after swarm of houses, and a body might as well officers. This task she was obliged to perform,
hard work. Being very hungry they devour starve to death as pine to death 1 Why didn’t i though it may readily be conceived that it was
much food eagerly, and do not properly mas you marry Charles Harford when you had a , not discharged with such alacrity and willingticate i t ; the consequence is that it is not well chance, and leave the poverty-stricken old folks nessashad marked her exertions while caterdigested, and not nearly so nutricious. When to take care of thcmsolves'?’
j ing for the stomachs of the patriots.
a horse returns from work, perspiring, and out
Rachel pressed her cool lips on her father's j While attending upon her not very welcome
of breath, it should be allowed to rest for a burning brow. ‘ Father, you arc tired. You guests, Col. Ferguson suddenly fixed his eyes
upon her, and asked :
time, then given a little hay ; half an hour will feel better, by-and-bye.’
‘ W hat time did Clarke and his men leave
afterward water, and then oats, or other grain.
And the old man, softened by the gentle
By this plan water may be given without risk tones, clasped his arms around his daugter’s here'?’
This
question did not take Mrs. Dillard en
of cold, as the oats act as a stimulant.
neck with a torrent of repentant words and
tirely by surprise, and she immediately re
tender apologies.
plied :
The W reck of the Golden Gate. A letter
Late that night Rachel sat at her w riting,
Early this m orning.’
from Manzanilla, from Capt. Hudson to the the shaded gaslight throwing its little circle of
Do you think we can overtake him ?’ con
President of the Pacific Mail Company a t New brilliance down upon the flying point of the
York, states that the missing boat’s crew of busy pen which had been her companion for tinued the Colonel.
I think n o t; he must have gone a long way
the Golden Gate had landed safely ninety miles so long.
down the coast in charge of the third officer ;
‘ Rachel, dear, it's nearly m idnight!’ said before this time,’ was Mrs. Dillard s reply.
that in his opinion not a dollar of the treasure the old lady, who was nodding in her chair,
‘ There is no knowing whether to rely upon
on board tho ship will be saved, and that having long since laid aside the silver-bowed you,’ said Ferguson, ill-humoredly. ‘ The
twenty-two more of the list of passengers had spectacles, and the blue woolen ‘ knitting-work’ women in this country are as bad as the men ;
escaped death from shipwreck.
which had home her company during the they encourage their husbands and sons to re
sist the king’s men, and incite thorn to the
earlier part of the evening.
worst kind of rebellion.’
‘ I know it, mother, but I must work some
We regret to learn of the decease of Mr.
‘ Tho American women arc not all alike,’
William Austin, lato telegraph operator in time yet. Don’t sit up for m e!’
replied
Mrs. Dillard, adroitly concealing her
‘ Child, what arc you so buBy about?’
Lewiston, which occurred at his home in Cherryfield, Friday the 29th inst. Mr. Austin was a
1 Mother, said Rachel, leaving her work to true sentiments. ‘ Some of them have sense
enough
to
discern the signs of the times. For
young man of fine promise, and many friends come and kneel down by the old lady’s side,
in this vicinity will mourn his early death. He her head resting on the lap that had been her my part, I cannot, for tho life of me, see what
the
whigs
arc
fighting for ; and I told my hus
was 19 years of age.—Bangor limes.
refuge in so many childish troubles, ‘ I am
band so this morning. The whig cause, in this
writing a book, and it is nearly completed !’
unhappy
country
is certainly lost.’
‘ A book ? dear mo, child ; won’t it take you
There is a rebellion among tho English quak‘ Yes, lost beyond redemption !’ cried the
ers. The youthful fair of the scot have banded forever?’
‘ Not quite,’ said Rachel, smiling ; but I colonel, striking the Jdeboard energetically
together in opposition to the poke bonnet and
scant skirt. Crinoline of moderate periphery particularly wish it to be a secret for the pres with his fist. ‘ I t would require a little lc:
than a miracle for them to gain possession of
en
t.’
now surrounds their frames, and flowers and
‘ Well, then I won’t breathe a word—not South Carolina. There cannot exist a shadow

Particular attention paid to
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of doubt in any rational mind in regard to the
real issue of the contest.’
• So I told the Captain,’ added Mrs. Dillard.
‘ That was highly commendable. I hope he
manifested a portion of your common sense,’
said Ferguson.
‘ I will tell you how he replied ; he Baid he
should improve the first convenient opportunity
to pay his respects to you.’
‘ Ah, lie did?—well, I will see that he has
good usage, and a captain’s commission in the
royal arm y,’ returned the colonel.
• You are very good, I ’m sure,” replied the
lady demurely.
‘ The fact is, I ’m too merciful to these mis
guided men,’ resumed Ferguson, much gratified
at the compliment paid to his generosity. ‘ I
ought to hang them all as fast as I catch them ;
but I only make examples of the most infamous
of these miscreants.’
‘ It speaks well for your humanity, colonel,’
added Mrs. Dillard, with a quiet smile which
lie did not observe.
The conversation now took a turn which in
terested the hostess not a little. Wishing to
hear the whole, she pretended to be busily en
gaged in the room, and she took no notice, ap
parently, of what was being discussed,
‘ I think we might manage to surprise him ,’
said Ferguson to an officer who sat near him.
‘ IV'e can cut them off to a m an,’ replied the
one addressed. They number but two hun
dred.
‘ But they are armed with those infernal
twisted rifles,' remarked another officer.
‘ If we surprise them at the right time, they
cannot see to use them,’ added Ferguson.
‘ Perhaps we had better not converse too
freely in the hearing of that woman,’ returned
the other in a low tone.
‘ She’s all right,’ said the colonel, and then
went on in a suppressed tone, ‘ A tory has in
formed me in regard to Clarke’s position, and
if we can fall upon him between now and
morning bis destruction must be inevitable. I
shall despatch two hundred men in advance,
who will attack him and keep him engaged
until I come up with the main body. I will
wager my right baud upon the surprise.’
‘ It is well planned,’ replied the officer. ‘ I
see nothing to prevent a complete rout of the
rebel band. But I abhor their kind of war
fare ; they pick off the officers of a whole regi
ment in a short time, and in this way either to
secure a victory or cripple our energies. The
uniform and decorations of an officer are his
passport to another world the moment he goes
into action.
• Too true,’ answered Ferguson ; therefore
let us not neglect to disguise ourselves. Look,
there is the means,’ he added, pointing to a
checked shirt of Captain D illard’s which Mrs,
Dillard had been engaged in ironing a t the
moment of their arrival.
The officer laughed, and Ferguson drew on
the garment over his uniform. While this was
transpiring, Mrs. Dillard quietly left the room,
resolved to save Colonel Clarke, or perish in the
attem pt.
Her plans were speedily formed, for there
was not an instant to be lost in inaction. In
the stable Captain Dillard had left a favorite
young horse, full of life and mettle. He had
only to feel the bit in his mouth, and his bur
den upon his back, to make him impatient to
rival the wind in swiftness.
He had been standing all day in the stable,
and was ready and willing to snuff the fresh
air, and strtch his smooth limbs. It was not
quite dark. Mrs. Dillard unclosed the stable
door, and approached the horse, which, in his
restiveness, was pawing the floor with his fore
feet. Taking the bridle from a peg, she boldly
advanced, and with her hand stroked his arched
neck, and soothed his impatience with her
voice. He instantly became quiet, and suffered
the lady to bridle him.
She led him into the yard, and with an un
wonted exhibition of docility, allowed himself
to be placed in a position favorable to being
mounted. Mrs. Dillard sprang lightly to his
back, without stopping to saddle him. The
moment the animal felt his burden firmly upon
him, all his life and animation returned. The
heroic rider turned his head in the direction
Colonel Clarke inarched ; he reared gracefully,
earicoled an instant, and then obeying the rein
of the rider and his own generous impulse,
sprang steadily away, rcjoiciDg in his strength.
He did not slacken his speed, and as if con
scious that a woman's weak hand guided him,
gave his mouth readily to the bit.
Mrs. Dillard never forgot that gallop by
night. The Americans had pushed on rapidly
during the day, which made the task our hero
ine had undertaken not a light one, and though
she swept on at a goodly pace, it lacked an
hour of daylight when she reached the bivouac
of Col. Clarke. At that time a sentinel heard
the tramp of a horse in full gallop, aud cocking
his musket cried :
Who goes ?’
It is me,’ replied Mrs. Dillard.
Who’s me ? stand, or I will fire !'
Take mo to Colonel Clarkes without delay,’
said the lady, hurriedly, and breathless with
exertion. ‘ You are all in danger—destruction
hangs over your heads—be quick !’
The sentinel hesitated a moment, and then
conducted her to the presence of the Colonel.
‘ You must fight or r u n ! ’ she exclaimed.—
The enemy under Colonel Ferguson, will be
upon you immediately, and they are strong.’
Wc will he ready to receive them,’ replied
Clark ; ‘ thanks to your heroic devotion to
liberty.’
Ferguson has thrown forward a body of two
hundred picked men to surprise and engage
you till he comes up to finish the victory, and
assist in the work of slaughter. Depend upon
it, you will receive but little quarter, if they
accomplish their purpose.’
1 kuow them too well to expect it,’ replied
the Colonel, and instantly issued orders for the
men to get under arms. In an incredibly short
time they were drawn up in battle array, The
enthusiasm of the soldiers obliged Mrs. Dillard
to ride the whole length of the lines upon her
spirited steed, while every musket was brought
to a ‘ present,’ and every sword to the position
of a military salute to a superior. She per
formed this feat gracefully, and felt more than
rewarded for her exertions, by the gratitude of
her gallant countrymen.
A few moments before the dawn of day, the
adv mce of Ferguson’s band came up ; but their
surprise aud dismay were inconceivable, when
they found the Americans ready to receive them.
At the first fire many of those so confident of
victory a short time before ceased to exist.
When Ferguson came up, the remnant of his
two hundred picked men were running in every
direction. But a few seconds had elapsed after
he reached the scene of conflict before his horse
was seen flying madly from the field without a
rider. Notwithstanding his disguise he had
been shot through the right arm, and when
next discovered, his right hand hung useless by
his side ; he had lost his wager, and paid it.
This event encouraged tho drooping spirits of
the patriots, and dampened the ardor of their
enemies ; and yet owed its success to the energy
of a heroic woman. The surprise party was
remembered with chagrin by Colonel Ferguson
till the day of his death.—fla g o f our Union.
Short hut Expressive D ialogue.—‘John
where is your master to-day ?’
‘Oh, he's off, sir, recruiting.’
‘Recruiting, is he? That's good! where is
he recruiting'?'
Up in the White Mountains, sir, recruiting
his h .a 'th .’
Ah ! he’s sick, is he? W h a fs the matter?’
He took cold on acount of th‘e draft.’
That’s bad then he won’t go to the war ?’
Oh no, sir, he’s too ‘ Wide Awake.’—Bos
ton Courier.
‘ No Loss to N obody.*—1*Caosar. said a
planter to his negro, ‘ climb up that tree and
thin out the branches.’ The negro showed no
disposition to comply, and upon being pressed
for a reason, answered : ‘ Well, look here,
massa i f l go up dar and fall down and broke
my neck, dat’ll be a thousand dollar out ob
your pocket. Now, why dont you hire an
Irishman to go up, a n ’ den if he falls and kills
hisself, dar won’t be no loss to nobody.’

Unity,
W interport,
Waldo,

113 and so threw him off the wharf on to the vessel.
T h e D ra ft.
36 Witness then cried murder again, and Joseph
The draft took place in this city on Wednes
34 Wallace, private watchman, came down and
Collins then struck him with the belaying pin day in accordance with General Order No. 32,
WASHINGTON.
and knocked him down. Witness then cried the quota of Rockland not having been raised
S a tu rd a y , S e p te m b e r 1 3 ,1 8 6 2 .
75
156
14
Cherry field,
murder, and the police came down and took by voluntary enlistment. The quotas of the
105 them.
341
51
Calais,
123
15
170
S. M. PETTINGILL t CO., No. 37 P is a Bow, N ew E. Machias,
Wallace, the private watchman, confirmed several wards were as follows : Ward one, 8 ;
York , and No. 6 State S treet , Bosson, are our Agents Harrington,
8
105 this statement so far as that be heard tho cries Ward two, 6 ; Ward three, 10; Ward four 9 ,;
50
for the Rockland Gaxettc, in those cities, and are author
20
29 of murder, and on running to the spot was
ized to take Advertisements and Subscriptions for us at Meddybemps,
Ward five, 10 ; Ward six, 8 ; Ward seven, 7 ;
191
11
our Lowest rates.
Machias,
137 struck by Collins and knocked down.
total 58. So far as we arc able to learn,, tbe
Macbiasport,
101
47
On the other band, the master of the Eagle
8. R. NILES, (successor to V. B- Palmer,) Newspaper
36
Marshfield,
4
16 Wing stated that Peter was intoxicated, and draft was made with alacrity and tbe best of
Advertising Agent, No. 1 Scollay’s Buildino , Court
8 tre e t , Boston, is autbotlzed to receive advertisements Millbridge,
35
14
110 went into his cabin about midnight to complain spirits. Our quota could doubtless have been
for this paper, at the rates required by us.
Northfield,
6
36 of the watchman ; that when, two hours after,
No. 8,
12 be heard the fall on the deck, he thought it filled without a draft, bad vigorous measures
Pembroke,
T h e E le c tio n .
162
2
142 was tbc boy thrown from the raised deck by been directed to that end ; but while the draft
Robbinston,
78
30
8
he heard the fall on the deck, he thought it was allowed to proceed, it seems to bo tbe gen
The State election last Monday was probably
Steuben,
98
52 Collins, who was also intoxicated. He ran eral feeling among our citizens that no man
the most quiet “ within the memory of the Whitneyville,
50 from the cabin in his slippers. Collins was then
40
should be allowed to go on compulsion or un
oldest inhabitant,” The vote will probably be
YORK.
on deck and said to him one of his sailors was
somewhere about 80,000, against 100,000 last Alfred,
145 killed. The deceased lay where he fell. The willingly. In Ward six a fund was raised for
142
281 captain stated that the boy Peters is not a good the drafted men, and in Ward one a fund was
298
year, and Coburn’s majority is probably from Buxton,
602 character, and his statements are not much to provided to pay each man of the quota or for
395
7000 to 9,000. Bradbury’s vote is much larger Biddeford,
92 be depended upon. Collins himself stated that substitutes for such as do not wish to go. In
Dayton,
72
than the Dana vote last year, having absorbed
179 he saw the man fall from the wharf, and thought
159
Elliot,
a large portion of the Jameson vote, which is Kennebunk.
183 it was one of tbe sailors. He denied that he Ward five a generous subscription was made for
255
1
251 struck Wallace on tbe wharf, but said that a similar purpose, although it Was not thought
185
Kennebunkport,
correspondingly smaller than last year.
223 Wallace caught bim and they fell, and Wallace that an expenditure of a large portion of it
272
All the Republican members of Congress are Kittery,
151
124 fell over him and struck his head against some would be necessary. I t is thought that there
Lyman,
elected, except in the first district, to which No. Berwick,
136
11
180 thing. Patrick Mullany, a watchman on the
Sweat is probably elected over Goodwin by a So. Berwick,
1
226 outer ship, Bwore positively he saw a man walk are a plenty of men ready to take the places
227
Saco,
476
319 to the edge of the w harf and look over, and of those who can not go w ithout sacrifice, for
plurality of from 50 to 100 votes.
Wells,
240
347 afterward saw the man fall on to the deck of the very liberal bounty which is offered. We
The Union County and Senatorial ticket in
the Eagle Wing. No one was near the man at
Knox is elected by a majority of about 450 votes. S u p p o se d M u rd e r o f M r. W i lia m H . the time, and no one could have pushed him off. give below the list of drafted men. I t should
He saw Collins on the poop of the Eagle Wing. be borne in mind, however, th at in some of tlie
We publish below the full vote of this city,
H i l l s , a t S t. J o h n , N . B .
The black boy he saw go up the ladder some
and following are all the returns we have re
We mentioned in our last iesue the sad in time before, and he cried murder when he got wards a large proportion of these are exempted
ceived up to the time of our going to press.
telligence of the sudden death of Mr. Wm. H. □ear the top, but Collins was not near bim at for physical disqualifications, and hence those
next below on the respective lists must take
Hills, a highly esteemed citizen of this place, the time.
V o te o f R o c k la n d .
Tbe blood on Collins’ shirt was accounted their places.
a t St. John N. B. Mr. Hills was a sail-maker,
for as having been received when he assisted in
F o r G ov er n o r *
Company A .
and had gone to St. John, in his yacht, accom removing the deceased, whose skull was much
5
1 Benj. Colburn
W ard ® ,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Tot. panied by Capt. Andrew Jameson, of this city, broken by the fall, and the blood flowed from C. V. R. Boynton
F.
A.
Knight
2 P. Richardson
6
Abner Coburn,
34 52 80 56 46 47 33 348
it freely.
Chas. D Jutnenon, 25
2
30 32 34 19 40 182 and another person, to make a considerable
W . P. Harding
W.
O.
Hewett
7
3
The Coroner commented on the very contra
Bion Bradbury, 12 25
8 10 16
3
7
purchase of duck. The first intelligence of his
Greenleaf Childs
8
W.
C.
Athearn
4
dictory character of the evidence.
death
was
received
in
a
telegraphic
despatch,
Company
B
.
R e p r e s e n t a t iv e to C o n g r e s sThe Ju ry , after a short absence, found a ver
51 53 100 71 69 57 43 445 simply announcing the fact and that bis re dict of manslaughter against John Collins.
Fred. A. Pike,
4
Cyrus Sherman
1 A.fB. Farnham
James While,
20 26
11 23 27 10 83 150
5
2 W.T. Hewett
mains would be forwarded by the way of Port
In the evidence published above there is no Joseph Johnson
Joseph E. Smith,
Aaron
Howes
3
6
Scattering,
Leander
Thomas
land. I t was then supposed th at he had died conclusive testimony as to the cause of Mr.
Company
C.
S e n a to r s .
of apoplexy or heart disease, but subsequent in Hills’s death, nor would there seem to bo suffi
1 Daniel Brown
6
N. A. Farwell, 42 53 105 72 66 57 42 437 telligence showed that he had met a violent cient support for the verdict of the coroner’s Daniel Barrett
2 Albert F. Crockett, 7
Geo- A. Starr,
41 53 106 73 67 57 41 438
Wm. U. Morse
E. K. O’Brien,
9
2
13 11
7 26 68 death and led to the belief th at be had beeD jury. But it is evident that from the character of Horace Candage
3
8
William
Rankin,
W. II. Washburn, 9
2
13 11
7 26 68
4 Thomas Pillsbury
9
Church Fish.
12 24
6 11 16
2 7
the victim of an unprovoked and murderous the witnesscss or from circumstances of the John Robbins
Ruggles S. Torry, 12 24
6 11 16
2 7
5 E. C. Kirkpatrick, 10
assault. I t appears that on tbc Sunday preced testimony which may not fully appear above, David Ames,
Company
D.
C o u n ty A t t o r n e y
ing bis death, Mr. Hills had hauled his yacht the conclusion was decisively reached that
Lewia W. Howes, 50 51 106 72 66 37 43 445
1 S. M. Veazie
6
Collins was guilty of causing his death by Wm Farrow, J r
John O. Robinson, 9
2
1 14 Il
6 26 71 into the dock and set bis colors, and that a mob
Hanford Sweetland 2 Nathan IL Clark
7
Edmand Wilson, 12 24
6 11
of rebel sympathizers bad gathered and sub willful assault. Whether there was any con Alfred G. Smith
8
3 Byron J . Dow
jected him to insult, demanding th at be should nection between his death and the resentment R. M. Pillsbury
4 Wm. J . Bond
9
S h e r iff.
5
8. W . Laughton,
53 103 73 68 57 48 447 haul down the national colors, and threatening of the mob who had threatened the assault, N. H. Hall
James Roberts,
12 11
7 26
Company E.
to do it themselves. Theso insults he met as upon his flag, cannot be determined by any
12 24
11 16
2 7
Joseph Irish,
1 Francis M. Thatcher 6
became an American, refusing to lower the intelligence wc have yet received, but there is a Adolphus Leavitt
2 G. S. Patterson
R e g is t e r o f D e e d s .
7
stars and stripes at tbe bidding of a mob, and strong impression that such was the case. Tbc George L Snow
67 57 43 449
Geo. W . White,
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3 J . M. Healey
C. Maynehan
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expressing bis determination to defend his flag matter should be thoroughly and satisfactorily Elden Haskell
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4
C.
F.
Kittredge
N Meservey,
12 23
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against any attem pt of its revilers. A letter investigated, and if no seasonable communica Jeremiah Cochran 5 A. M. Kellar
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written by Mr. H. to his wife, on the succeed tion with reference to the matter shall be re
Company F.
Alden Sprague,
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ing day was received here on the evening be ceived from the authorities a t St. John, we A. Luce
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lence a t the hands of the Secession mob. We St. John, as will put our citizens in possession
Company G.
Nathaniel Alford, 51 53 104 73 66 57
have 6cen this letter, and transfer to our columns of all tho facts th at can be developed in the
Wm. F. Morang, 21 26
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1 E. Montgomery
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case. Such a course will certainly be in ac lsaafc Orberton
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treatment
at
E. Thorndike
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Francis Cobb,
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T. K. Osgood,
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If Mr. Hills was assaulted and killed for no Sidney Bird
St . J ohn, N. B., Sept. 1. 1802, 7 r . m.
Aelius Young.
15
3 20 94
Chas. C- Lovejoy,
My Dear W ife:— Another day has passed, ofl’ense but displaying the national flag and exy
15
3 03 100
5
C a s u a ltie s iu th e 4 th M ain e R e g im e n t
Scattering,
3 19 and no letter from Capt. Pressey. I have been
pressing bis loyalty to it, those responsible fi
here since Saturday noon, subject to every in
Lieut. Litchfield (now in command of Co B.)
V o te fo r G o v e rn o r.
suit as an American ; and all I am waiting for the outrage should be visited with the sevejaty
e.
of justice. I t is gratifying to know tlialr Mr. sends home the following list of killed and
is
the
letter
of
credit
which
Capt.
P.
said
was
c
td
SB
3 on the way, but has not arrived.
ST
3
Hills met with protection from the city author wounded in the battles of the 29th ult. and 1st
o.
C
a"
Sunday noon I hauled into the dock, next ities, and that the mob received no countenance inst.
o
c
D
a
Killed— in light of 29th, none.
•< south of Market Blip. I assure you we were or indulgence from them.
tbe centre of great attraction. I sported our
Wounded—Edmund S. Cowing, severely, in
colors, which appears to give dissatisfaction to
Tbe funeral of Mr. Hills took place on Sun breast.
CUMBERLAND.
the secesh portion of the community ; but I day, the services being conducted by Rev. Mr.
Herbert
J. Dow, severely, in arm.
2
306
Brunswick,
258 freely expressed my determination not to haul
Daniel C. Norris, slightly, in breast.
226
2
Bridgton,
255 them down. I was told to haul them down Smith. The house was filled to its utmost ca
Patrick
Black,
slightly, in hand.
2
116
Cumberland,
159 several times, and they went so far as to say, pacity and the street in front occupied by a
Killed— 1st instant—Nathan Chamberlain.
205
Cape Elizabeth
174
7
haul them down, or we will do so for you,” throDg of sympathizing friends and citizens.—
Madison
Stevens.
Falmouth,
150
1
185 My reply was, “ come and do it .” Unfortu
Wounded— Lieut. A. Libby, slightly, in arm
325
Gorham,
18
242 nately I brought no gun or ammunition ; but I The coffin, enveloped in the folds of the national
Seg’t E. Harding, slightly, in shoulder.
112
Harpswell,
156 had a band spike, and a beading or throating flag, was brought out to enable those present
Corp. O. G. Spear, slightly, in head.
Harrison,
147
137 knife, already for use.
to view the body of the deceased, before it was
Corp. W. W. Ulmer, slightly, in side.
1369
Portland,
102
911
There were two or three skedaddlers from our conveyed to its last resting place.
Corp. E. L. Mowry, servely, in knee.
Raymond,
80
16
133 vicinity here ; but Mr. Shibles, Me Callurn and
Corp.
Geo. M. Redlon, severely, in arm.
Mr.
Hills
was
fifty-Beven
years
and
one
118
Scarboro’,
274 others from Thomaston, said they would stand
Private Geo. E. Wall, Blightly, in arm.
Windham,
282
23
166 by me ; so did Capt. Brown, from Thomaston. month of age a t the time of bis death. He
“
Geo- W . Dunbar, severely, in leg.
HANCOCK.
Thus encouraged, I bade them defiance, und was a native of Rochester, England, and came
“
A. J . Dunton, severely, in side.
to-day
was
complimented
by
the
police
for
my
to
this
country
when
a
boy.
He
was
most
de
“
Ed. E. Brown, slightly, lost a finger
49
103
Bucksport,
279
“
II. A. Thayer, severely, in shoulder
86
Castine,
8 conduct. The collector of this port gave me votedly loyal to tbe country of his adoption,
47
“
L. A. Philbrook, severely, in face.
335
Ellsworth,
124
70 my fees—§2,50—for my determination in re but he also loved England and the English
“
E. E Stevens, severely in leg.
163
Orland,
4
106 sisting the efforts of a mob, and the Mayor de
tailed
an
officer
to
protect
us
from
insult.
people,
and
would
not
believe
that
the
heart
of
He says : “ You see that quite a number of
Trenton,
40
10
70
This r . st. tbe news is here th at Pope is de that nation was against us in our present strug men were wounded, and it thinned my company
KNOX.
feated—driven to Centreville, Washington a t
dreadfully. The men that were wounded were
gle..
The
knowledge
of
this
fact
must
add
to
Friendship,
32
24
38 tacked by the rebels, Nelson defeated in Ken
all gallant fellows, and received their wounds
Thomas ton,
142
125 tucky, and McClellan resigned in disgust.— the indignation of the better portion of the with their faces toward the enemy. They
71
Union,
136
52
102 Alas ! what shall wc bear next ?
citizens ol St. John, at the treatment which he fought unflinchingly until tbeir ammunition
Warren,
135
35
200
A brig arrived here to-day. She hails from received a t the hands of the mob. Mr. Hills left was exhausted and we were relieved. JuBt in
Washington,
94
94
30 Liverpool, Eng. She lias salt on board, and
form the parents of the noble fellows that were
was chased by a Union gunboat. She has run a family consisting of a wife, three daughters hit, that they were wounded fighting bravely
KENNEBEC. .
and
one
son.
The
latter
is
a
volunteer
in
the
the
blockade
three
times,
making
a
fortune
for
for
our country’s freedom, and the maintain
Augusta,
544
220
185
Benton,
98
16
111 her owners. She is evidently of Northern build Fourth Regiment. Mr. Hills was a good citi ancc of her institutions. Tbe same it true of
and
a
fast
sailor—hermaphrodite
rig.
305
Gardiner,
60
87
zen, much respected in the community, and all the men in my company, and through the
Every hour I stay here is loss. Duck is
Chelsea,
59
31
a kind and faithful husband and father to his regiment.
208
Hallowell,
63
54 rising every day—indeed, everything is as high
The following are the names of the killed in
Pittston,
141 as in tbe if. S., and I am heartily sick of tbe intelligent and excellent family, who receive other companies, some of whom we have pre
171
37
the deepest sympathy of ourcitizens in their
173
Sidney,
08 people, for they arc very abusive.” *
47
viously reported :
312
45
Waterville,
128
Tbe apprehensions excited by this letter were most severe affliction.
Winslow,
136
25
August 29th.—Franklin Achorn, Co. C ;
75 confirmed by the receipt of a S t. John's daily
Charles
Clark, Co. D ; James A Hatch, Co. E;
R eligious Notice.—We are desired to give
LINCOLN.
paper of the 4th inst., Mr. Hills's family—
G.
VV. Robinson, Co. E ; Moses A. Depcck, Co.
notice that Rev. Calvin Gardner, (Universalist)
Aina,
26
87
59
H ; Wm. J . King and Cbarles Brown, Co. K.
already in the deepest affliction—were doubly
Boothbay,
159
29
113
of Waterville, will preach in the Universalist
At the engagement near Centreville, Sept. 1.
76
6
Edgecomb,
46 stricken by this confirmation of their worst Church, next Sunday, at the usual hours for
S. H. Kaler, and II. C. Wall, Co. C ; P. C,
Southport,
32
3
8 fears, and sincere grief and tbe utmost indig
Booden,
Co. D; Alfred Alba, Co. G; M. Stevens,
95
53
Waldoboro’,
375 nation were manifested among our citizens, divine services.
Co. B ; A. Jones, Co. G, and two others mor108
Wiscasset,
29
174
Uy
wounded.
with whom tbe general impression was th at
F ire.—We learn that on the night of the 1st
OXFORD.
Mr. H. bad been decoyed upon the w harf and inBt., the house of Peter Black, in Waldoboro,’
iv. G. J . Adams will preach three tiineson
Bethel,
3
247
152
there
set
upon
and
killed
by
a
portion
of
tbe
was entirely destroyed, with all its contents.— Sunday next, at Beethoven Hall.
Bnckfield,
183
6
155
§
mob
who
had
previously
insulted
him.
Tho
Greenwood,
78
8
83
The house was occupied by Mr. Black and Mr.
Hebron,
133
6
52 St. John Freeman of the date named above haB D. W . Kent, with their families, and the in
I t is expected that Mr. Osgood’s school will
Newry,
39
1
65 the following :
mates escaped only with their lives, losing commence next Monday.
Norway,
15
217
175
SUPPOSED MURDER.
everything. Mr. Kent formerly lived here, and
Oxford,
147
17
116
A. & P R ailroad. By the report of the Com
358
Paris,
18
204
Between 2 and 3 o’clock on Wednesday has continued to work here, in the season of
Woodstock,
150
16
29 morning there was a row of some kind on such business, us a stevedore and measurer of missioners of tho Sinking Fund of tho Kennebec
and
Portland Railroad, it appears the amount
Smith’s wharf. I t is said it originated in an
PENOBSCOT.
corn and grain. We commend his case to the invested up to this time for the redemption of
Brewer,
16
190
42 attem pt to get a colored boy, a cook, away notice of our citizens.
the
city
and town Bcript of $8000,000, is §140,
Bangor,
833
120 from a vessel. Cries of murder were heard,
197
010 58.
Bradford,
209
14
50 and several parties ran to the spot. William
tg
"
M
ajor
T
illson
arrived
in
town
a
day
or
Bradley,
60
8
32 H. Hill, master of a Nova Scotia schooner, was
Bold Attempt at R obbery. A daring at
Corinna,
182
9
62 seen in the water, and was rescued by Michael two since nnd was greeted with much pleasure tempt was made a t Wheeling, Va., on Wednes
Carmel,
90
24
83 M’Guire and John Cameron, but was insensi by his fellow-citizens. He will return to his day night last, to rob the government vault of
ble
when
taken
out
and
died
soon
after,
Dr.
Charleston,
133
8
154
the Custom House, which contained §1,250,
who was called, finding tbe man on post very soon.
Dexter,
242
3
107 Keaton,
Lieut. A rthur Libby, of Co. B, Fourth regi 000. The vault is strongly constructed. The
the point of death.
Glenburn,
11
65
71
walls
arc about fourteen inches thick, and be
John Collins, a low stout built man, 50 ment, also arrived home on Wednesday evening.
Hermon,
109
5
68
tween every layer of bricks there is also a layer
Holden,
6
80
37 years of age, is arrested on suspicion of hav He was wounded in the battle of the 1st inst., of crossed and riveted iron firmly imbedded in
Hampden,
222
42
85 ing beaten Hill and thrown him off the wharf. receiving a bullet through the fore-arm.
in the cement. The robbers worked hard and
Kcnduskeag,
.86
20
16 When Joseph Wallace, private watchman on
skillfully, digging a large aperture through
128
92 the South wharf, ran to the place from which
Levant,
17
the brink work of the wall, but the iron re
M
ortons
’
s
G
old
P
ens
.—The
luxury
which
91 he heard the cries, Collins, he swears, set on
62
Lee,
7
may be imparted to w riting as a pleasure, and mained and resisted all their efforts till the
90
15 him w ithout the Slightest provocation and
Lagrange,
approach
of day compelled them to beat a re
struck him with an iron belaying pin. No the ease which may be lent to w riting as a task,
5
Maxfield,
29
treat without effecting their object. I t is sup
decision was given in this charge of assault
Milfoid,
54
5
13
arc not appreciated until one has used a good posed the rogues secreted themselves in the
against the prisoner. The front and sleeves of
Oldtown,
184
20
62
gold pen. No one who writes a great deal can building the day before. With a little more
2 Collin’s shirt were sprinkled all over with
Orono,
151
130
blood in a most remarkable manner. He made afford to be without one, for aside from the time they would probably have succeeded.
Orrington,
155
8
32 no statement and was not asked for any expla
matter of durability, and consequent real cheap
Veazie,
59
57
9
The body of Lieut. Samuel Fessenden of Me.
nation, tbe Magistrate, on hearing of tbe sup
ness, no other pen can compare w ith the ap  who was killed in a recent battle a t Centreville,
PISCATAQUIS.
posed murder, merely ordering him to be taken
proved gold pen in point of elasticity and good was recovered by his cousin, Lieut. Joshua
224
28
Dover,
112 to the Watch House and carefully guarded.
155
After the above was in type we learned th at writing qualities. The best gold pens manu Fessenden of the U. S. Army, and Medical
2
Poxcroft,
73
91
14
Atkinson,
60 the man who lost his life on Wednesday morn factured, according to tbe testimony of tbe Director Gen. Perley, who went thither under
the protection of a flag of truce for that pur
99
5
42 ing was Capt. W. H. Hills, from Rockland,
Abbott,
press and public are those made by A. M orton, pose. The rqnains will be brought home for
Sebec,
121
57 Me. He came here in his own pleasure yacht
7
Barnard,
3
12 on business, and was to sail on Wednesday.— 25 Maiden Lane, New York. Any person de interment.
14
His remains will be forwarded by steamer this siring to purchase a good gold pen should send
SAGADAHOC.
A correspondent of the World writes from
morning, via. Portland.
for Mr. Morton’s circular of sizes and prices
Bath,
Darnestown late on the evening of the 8th jn496
02
108
In the same paper, in another column, we
Bowdoinham,
189
29
10 find the following account of an inquest on the (which will be sent free on application) and instant, saying that people need not flatter them
select w hat is desired, rem itting tho price, and selves that the rebel advance into Maryland is
Richmond,
175
89
50 body:
Topsham,
130
36
An inquest was held on Wednesday on the tbe required size and quality will be sent them. a mere raid, for nearly the whole rebel'force iB
77
West Bath,
39
19 body of a man killed at Smith's W harf. It Pens which do not suit are exchanged for any north of the Potomac, and the rebels are de
termined at least to lay in their winter sup
was adjourned to 8 P. M. In consequence of the
SOMOBSET.
different number and quality, free of expense, plies before they leave. They have nearly 500
Fairfield,
201
50
76 absence of a policeman and ended a t 10 P . M. (except for postage) and persons can suit them transportation wagons with them ; their line
It appeared from tbe evidence that two vessels
WALDO.
lay off the wharf, the inner being the Eagle selves as well, and a t as low prices, as if they of retreat is well open ; and they declare the
Belfast,
363
134
191 Wing on which John Collins was Watchman. stood a t the counter of Mr. Morton’s sales greatest confidence that they can supply them
Belmont,
selves with all they want and proceed north,
30
79 Between 2 and 3 o’clock in the morning, when
79
Brooks,
or at worst retire into Virginia, in front of
130
12
31 the affair occurred, the tide was low, and the rooms in New York.
54
Burnham,
Washington, in safety.
13
54 vessels decks about 15 feet below the w harf
115
The
call
for
lin
t,
bandages
&c.,
by
the
Sur
Frankfort,
67
147 level.
39
Freedom,
4
140
The strength of the South is in this—that
Clairmont Peter, a colored boy, swore that geon A. H. McLaren, U. S. A. Medical Director,
86
Jackson,
12
38 he was a hand on board tbe Eagle W ing and Boston, was promptly responded to by the ladies they have fear millions of people to produce
100
Knox,
95 Collins asked him to go up the w harf to take a
breadstufis and provisions a t home while the
112
Liberty,
13
45 drlnk, and they went and drank. Collins of this city last week. A large and valuable white men are fighting in the field. These four
185
136
Lincolnville,
136 asked him to desert, and offered him §50. On box was forwarded and received. The Surgeon millions may be directed by the women, or have
173
76
Monroe,
76 Ins refusing Collins called him a fool, and he says the generous contributions shall be duly sufficient intelligence among themselves to keep
205
Montville,
77 called Collins an old fool, and then Collins
at work and do the best they can, by which
60
Morrill,
21
25 struck him with an iron belaying pin on the appropriated.
means all the whites ablo to fight are free to do
N orthport,
82
74
74 head He cried murder, and ran down the
so. As the Lowiston Journal truly says we f-eo
A
ccident
.—The
Free
Prexs
states
that
a
gun
Searsport,
194
49
47 wharf. Collins followed him. A man a t this
then by the very composition of society that six
123
Stockton,
G4
41 time appeared on the wharf, near the edge, used in firing an election Balute, a t Rockport, millions of whites may furnish as many figting
Swanville,
and when Collins again made a rush a t witness burst, mortally wounding one man and severely men as nine millions of population, where there
95
10
Troy,
137 he evaded it, and Collins ran against the man in ju rin g another.
are no slaves.
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“ S u p p re s s th e A b o litio n is ts .”
This is tho cry of some people a t the present
time but it is an exceedingly absurd cry, and
this is so well Bhown up in a late number of
Harper's Weekly, that we copy therefrom as
follows. Says the writer :
“ Let us suppress the Abolitionists,’ cries
some slack-witted orator, ‘ and tbe rebellion
will end !’ Of course it will, you dear so u l:
and if all your fellow citizens had been of your
calibre and kidney, there would have been no
rebellion a t all. If Hampden and bis friends
had s a id ,‘ Let us suppress these fellows who
cry out against ship-money,’ England would
quietly have submitted to the tyranny of the
Stuarts. If Otis and Patrick Henry had shout
ed, ‘ Hurrah for King George and the stamp
a c t!’ there would have been no bloody Revolu
tion. If Mirabeau and the French people had
bellowed, ‘H urrah for starvation; aristocrats
forever!’ all the trouble it France would have
speedily ended. To be sure, every right would
have been annihilated, every liberty destroyed,
and a few rich and remorseless people would
have governed France ; but there would have
been no difficulty, except moral rot and general
national decay.
‘ Let us suppress the Abolitionists!’ But
suppose you begin a t the beginning. First
subdue the common sense of tho people of the
country ; and then you may subdue those who
influence it. It is nut what you call, with an
amusing persistence, Abolitionism, which caus
ed the war, but the opening of the eyes of the
people so that they saw. The people of this
country know perfectly well that slavery is at
the bottom of this rebellion. I f there had been
no slavery there would have been no w a r; just
as there would have been no Abolitionism.—
The temperance movement springs from drunkcness ; and when a drunken man tries to kill
his wife, don’t you think the teetotalers are
responsible for it?
Slavery was trying to kill the country. I t
had almost succeeded. ‘ Watch ! watch !’
shouted the Abolitionists. Slavery, maddened
that its crime was discovered, shot and stabbed
right and left. 1There ! there !’ cry the sensi
ble Wickliffe and Company—‘ this comes of
calling the watch ? Why the devil can’t you
hold your tongues? Let us suppress these'fel
lows that watch ! watch ! and all will be quiet
again !’
Certainly; a dead dog or a dead nation arc
both perfectly quiet. A nation of freemen
throttled, with its own consent, by a slave
system like ours, is the deadest and meanest of
all dead dogs 1

G en. B irn e y ’s T ro o p s in A c tio n .
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A correspondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer
gives some particulars of the operations of the
army on Monday week, from which we gather
some items which will be of interest to our
readers.
It was near four o’clock Monday afternoon
when Gen. Heintzclman ordered Gen. Birney in
the temporary absence of Gen. Kearney, to take
command of the division, and proceed to the sup
port of Generals Reno and Stevens. When they
had nearly reached the point to which they
were ordered, they heard heavy tiring indicat
ing th at those Generals were engaged with
the enemy. Hastening to the spot, Gen. Birney
discovered Gen. Reno with his able and excelent division, briskly engaged with the enemy,
while Gen. Stevens’ division were retiring from
Jhe fight, making the excuse for so doing that
they were out of ammunition.
ft-xvas previous, however, to this retreating,
that tlibjjrave and gallant Stevens was killed.
At this Uipe General Birney, with his usual
prompt decwiqji saw at once the position of
affairs, and knowing that equally prompt and
effective measures were necessary, immediately
sent the Fourth Maine Regiment, Col. Walker,
to oppose the nearest point of attack.
To their left proceeded the 101st New York
in command of Lieutenant-Colonel Gepner ;
Lieutenant-Colonel Brown being detached on
Major Kearney’s staff; nnd the Third Maine,
Major Burk. They at once went to work with
such a spirit and such a determined energy, as
to drive the enemy some distance to the rear.
It was whilst the tbe engagement was goiDg
on that Gen. Birney who, a t the time, was near
to Gen. Kearney, Birney's division being under
command and led by the gallant Kearney,
pointed out to him a position on their right
flank from which Gen. Stevens’ Division had
retreated, thereby leaving a gap.
Gen. Kearney, without any aids, started off
to make examinations, and this was the last
seen of bim alive. After his long absence be
came noticed, General Birney being the seinor
officer, took command of the Division and
placed Gen. Robinson’s brigade, with Graham's
battery, on bis left. These, with General Berry’s
splendid brigade, under command of Colonel
Poe, held possession of the battlefield until
three o’clock the next morning, when all quiet
ly retired to Fairfax Court House.
The entire brigade of General Birney are en
titled to every praise and the highest encomi
ums for their conduct upon this occasion.—
They not only stayed a partial panic, but suc
ceeded in whipping at least three times their
number.
The aids, Lieutenants Philips, Leo, Ford and
Bliss, togethor with the Colonels, line officers
and privates, all deserve especial praise from
each and every loyal man, wofnan and child in
every loyal State.

G o ld in th e B r o k e r ’s W in d o w s.
I t has been said that, next to owing gold, tho
highest pleasure in life is looking a t it. The
entire disappearance of the precious metal from
circulation, has latterly given an exquisite relto this innocent amusement, and the Jour
nal o f Commerce gives a sketchy editorial on the
subject. I t says :
“ The large bow-windows of the exchange
brokers are more attractive than those of the
print-sellers. Knots of people stand, shoulder
to shoulder, on the sidewalk, and feast their
greedy eyes with gold. There it is, spread o u t
in a flat careless heap, with an ingenius affec
tation of profusion. Looking at it, tossed reck
lessly on the black velvit, as if thrown out of a
shovel, one would hardly think that the owners
attached much value to it. Its tumbling abun
dance calls upon visions of great vaults full of
gold in the back office. The display in the
window seems but a sample of tons more which
can be heard of by inquiring within. This is a
high instance of Art concealing art. The inten
tion of the proker is to express the idea of
boundless resources, and be does it. I f he a r 
ranged the gold in his window, in the shape of
a curnueopia, or piled it up in little uniform
columns, Bet like the squares o fa checker board,
the illusion of untold wealth would a t once be
dispelled. The gazers on the sidewalk would
say, or think, ‘This is all the geld the man has.
He is showing it off to the best advantage.’ So
it seems that the arrangement of gold in a bro
ker's window, like the tying of a cravat, must
be done with a certain studied carelessless, or
it will fall short of a perfect success. Some
brokers who have investigated this subject with
that attention which it deserves, as a legitimate
branch of the Fine Arts, obtain an admirablo
effect by scattering §20 gold pieces (those mag
nificent relics of the splendid past,) carelessly
at the bottom of the heap, barely allowing tbe
milled edge of the grand periphery to stick out
from tbe mass of smaller coins above and
around. The sidewalk man recognises tbe sub
lime double eagle of our national currency at
once. Perhaps he owned one like it years ago.
Or, more probably he was slightly acquainted
with some other man that once had one. A t
any rate, he has seen a §20 gold piece some
where before, and its majestic outline is stamp
ed upon his memory. From seeing these double
eaglea peeping out here and there, among tbe
sprawling pile of coins, he derives, by a natural
logical process, an impression of Ophirs and
Golcondas w ithin, which ten times the number
of the same huge unattainable pieces would
tail to create if geometrically adjusted in cylin
drical piles. The opinions of the sidewalk
world of spectators on these points are worth
knowing, although their patronage may not be
worth catching. But they none the less ex
press an eternal truth in A rt which brokers, as
well as painters, may study and apply with
profit.
R ebel Statements.— A W ashington paper
states that the rebels Bay th at General Kearney
having found himself by mistake in tbe midst
of one of our regiments, refused to surrender
upon being summoned to do so, and was shot
while attem pting to ride off
The rebels say that General Longstreet had
not joined them, and that tho fighting of Friday
and Saturday was done by Gen. Jackson’s
forces alone.

F ro m tb e la t e B a ttle -F ie ld s .
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instead of acting as cowards, fought with great
bravery. The battle did not end in tbe after
noon when Gen. Nelson was wounded, as re
ported. Our forces fell back to Richmond,
fought through tbe city and continued the light
until nine o’clock a t night, when they were
finally overpowered about four miles this Bide
of that place by greatly superior numbers.—
Our loss in killed was about 150. The rebel
loss in killed was about 200. There are 1000
Federal and rebel wounded a t Richmond. We
lost 2600 in prisoners. These were paroled.—
Tho 95th Ohio went into the engagement 1000
strong, and lost 700 killed, wounded and pris
oners.
A Washington correspondent of the Evening
Post says that nothing is beard in or out of the
War Department of inaction, of winter quar
ters, of defensive war or of delay for a few
weeks, but a vigorous onward movement is con
stantly spoken of, and there is evidently no in
tention of another winter upon the banks of
the Potomac. A sharp, decisive contest is what
every official demands. I t is said that even
General McClellan is for a very early onward
movement, just as soon as the new troops can
learn to handle the musket.

W ashington, Sept. 7—A. M. Assistant Sur
geon Green, of the 19th Indiana regiment, re
turned this morning from Gainesville, where he
has been since the battle of last Thursday
week, having remained behind a t that time for
the purpose of attending to our wounded left
on the field. Last Sunday, our wounded being
in such a bad condition, Dr. Green started off
to meet the ambulances which were coming to
their assistance under a flag of truce, and when
within hailing distance was met by Gen A. P.
Hill, a t the head of his division, wbo ordered
him to Gainesville, where he remained a pris
oner for three days. After laying his case be
fore Gen. W alker, who came into the yard
where the prisoners were kept, ho was uncon
ditionally released by that officer.
Dr. Green furnishes further interesting par
ticulars. He says th at when the battle was a t
its hight on Friday, Jackson being in command,
the rebel army, heavily pressed by our troops,
began to waver and fall back, when the remain
der of Longstreet’s artillery was heard coming
to their assistance, and instantly a shout went T h e R e b e l I n v a s io n o f M arylan d .
up. I t infused, the rebels with renewed vigor.
When this reinforcement arrived at noon on
O p in io n * C o n c e r n in g ; ilo R e a u lt.
Friday they made a fresh assault upon our lines,
We copy from the New York journals of
dashing over the wounded of the day previous,
who were lying upon the ground without any yesterday (Monday) morning the following
shelter whatever, and many of whom were opinions concerning the result of the rebel in 
badly injured.
Dr. Green was informed by the Quarter vasion of M aryland:
master of R. A. P rior’s brigade—which was
“ Whether they (the rebels) will keep away
confirmed by other officers with whom he con from all proximity to gunboats, pushing up
versed—that during the engagement of Friday the fertile Cumberland Valley, or will seek to
Gen. Prior was captured by our forces, and interpose between Washington and Baltimore,
given in charge of a guard of one man—the hoping to supply their most pressing wants in
rank of Prior not being known, as he was the latter city, we do not judge ; but they will
dressed like a private. He, however, escaped surely attempt to demonstrate upon tbe loyal
by shooting the guard with a pistol which he States, and that right speedily. They cannot
wait for cold weather.
had concealed on his person.
The Potomac will probably be behind them
Dr. Green confirms the numerous reports rel
ative to the boasting of the rebels, and says within a week ; it is fordable now ; it will not
they express confidence in being able to get into be two months hence. If they cross the Poto
Maryland, where they expect to receive 50,000 mac in force, and are not used up before they
recruits. He also confirms the report of the can rccross it, we may just as well acknowledge
existence of much destitution among the enemy, the corn. But we have the men and the
but attributes the scarcity of food to the great means to make a finish of them, and, if onr
difficulty of transportation, tbeir army being men are but decently handled, the job will be
a t such a great distance from tbe base of its done. Push on the recruiting ! Hurry for
supplies. This is the account given by the ward the regiments.”— Tribune.
“ Apprehensions are expressed that it is the
rebels. From all appearances the division of
Gen. Walker has left the scene of the late en purpose of the rebels to push into Pennsylvania
gagements for H arper’s Ferry. No one seems with a large army, and carry the war into the
to know anything of the whereabouts of Jack- free States. I f they venture far into Pennsyl
son, there being a studied silence as to all his vania they have small chances o f ever getting back.
movements.
They must make a long march before they can
Gen. Lee has removed his headquarters to a reach the Susquehanna. The railroads will be
position near Leesburg. He holds constant of no use to them without the rojling stock,
communication with the Captain-of-tbe-Guard which will, of course, be taken out of their
over their prisoners, through couriers detailed way.
The Susquehanna is a broad and deep river.
for tbe purpose.
The rebels have 30 of our officers among their We can hold, or at worst desroy the bridges,
prisoners, including Gen. Blenker's Adjutant. and a small force on the east bank will effectu
They will soon be sent to Richmond, by order ally prevent the crossing of an iymy. Until
of Gen. Lee, and no more will be paroled.— they have crossed tbe Susquehanna, not only
Notice has been given them that a wide distinc Philadelphia, but even Harrisburg is out of
tion will be made in the treatment between the their reach. All the rolling stock of the rail
officers of Gen. McClellan’s forces and those of roads can be transfered to the cast bank of the
Gen. Pope. The prisoners, with few excep river, and under the pressure of extreme neces
tions, now a t Gainesville, are from Pope’s late sity the bridges could be destroyed. Even with
raw troops to defend it, the Susquehanna must
army.
Dr. Green was informed by a Quartermaster prove an impassable barrier. I f the rebels
that although many of the rebels soldiers ap should advance to that river we shall cut off
peared without shoes, they still had sufficient their retreat and annihilate them.”— World.
“ The seizure of Frederick, the capital of Mary
on hand, but as a matter of economy they will
not be issued until the middle of thia month.— land, by the rebel army, which, to the shame
He says also, the feeling is general among the of our military authorities, is on record to-day,
men that tbe war shall soon be onded, and they inaugurates the rebel invasion of the loyal
say they will die before they will yield in their States. The programme opens audaciously,
determination to become what they term an in and it is not difficult to conceive what is in
tended to be the next step. The rebels have
dependent nation.
According to their own estimate of their a way of carrying out military movements to
numbers in the late series of engagements, they their logical conclusions, which, unhappily,
had not less than 120,000 men with 40 batteries our Generals have never possessed. From Fred
of field pieces, most of them being rifled can erick, by the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, which
they command, they are within striking dis
non.
Dr. Green reports tho losses among the rebels tance of Baltimore. This they will undoubted
ly aim to seize, and if they succeed, they will
as very large.
really have such a tourniquet round onr necks
as the London Times said the capture of New
W A R M A TT E R SOrleans would be in the case of the rebel cause. .
We make the following extracts from our They there tap the great artery leading from
latest exchanges:
the whole system of the loyal States to their
It is thought that Harrisburg is tbe aim of heart in Washington. By holding Baltimore
the rebels rather than Baltimore. However, they completely cut off communication with
both of these cities may be perfectly dofended by the Capital, and thus prevent the forwarding o f
our gunboats. It will probably turn out that reinforcements, on whose forthgoing our entire
their policy is to lortify all points between national safety depends. I t is a brilliantly au
Washington and- Richmond, in the hope to dacious scheme, and is worth any sacratice if it
keep the Union army in check until winter.
should prove even tempurarily successful.—
Mr. Drew of Maine has returned from the That the success will be anything more than tem
late battle-fields, to which he went in the ca porary , we o f course do not dream. So far the
pacity of nurse. The party to which he be rebels have but a few thousand men in Mary
longed had occasion to go with their wounded land; and a force sufficient to grind them to
to Gen. Lee’s headquarters, who immediately powder can immediately be hurled upon them.”
gave leave for their safe transit hither. Mr. — Times.
Drew saw there the famous Stonewall Jackson,
“ The different divisions of the rebel army in
who was not wounded as reported. The Con the East and West, in pushing their way north
federate army (judging from camp fires) was ward, are therefore fighting for their stomachs
very large. The men are coarsely but comfort as well as for the independence of tbc Southern
ably dressed, well armed, and said they bad Confederacy. Although their want of subsis
provisions enough to last for the few days that tence and material for their army has forced
would elapse before they should take Washing them into this desperate movement, we appre
ton.
hend that they will soon find great difference in
A correspondent of the Tribune says that, invading the North from fighting on the defen
from an officer of high rank in Gen. Sigel’s sive in their own territory. They will soon find
army, he learns the facts th a t Sigel, on Tues to their sorrow that these movements, adopted
day the 26th of August, gave notice to Gen. for their relief, will prove their ruin. On the
Pope that the advance guard ot the enemy had other hand, the rebel army now on the upper
passed through Thoroughfare Gap, and that Potomac and invading Maryland to obtain sup
the main body of the army was a t White Plains plies, and perhaps obtain recruits from the se
and Salem—his rear a t Orleans. This was the cessionists of that State, will soon ascertain that
first authentic information received by Pope, our forces in and around Washington are ready
and by this information the arm y was saved.— for any emergency, and that it will be no easy
The second fact iB that Gen. Sigel did all with task for them to escape from tho hands of that
in his power to induce Gen. Pope to change his General who foiled all their plans on the Chickfront, in order to throw his whole force from ahominy. Our advices from Washington assure
W arrenton, Greenwich and Warrenton Junc us that Gens. Halleck and McClellan fully com
tion to Gainesville, for the purpose of break prehend the position of affairs, and are equal
ing the enemy’s lines, which moved in a half to the exigencies of the occasion. The cordial
circle to Manassas, and to attack Jackson in and hearty co-operation between our Generals
the rear. Pope adopted this maneuvre, and and the heads of departments of the national
Jackson would have been lost if the different capital, under the new regime, with the fact
commanders had acted promptly and in con that McClellan is to lead our soldiers into the
junction. The third fact is th a t Sigel engaged contest, all assures us of decisive results. The
the enemy, consisting of tbe corps of Jackson necessities of the rebels and their desperate con
Ewell and Hill, for eight hours, and that the dition, which have forced them into Maryland
battle (so says Sigel himself,) would have been and Kentucky to subsist their armies, have be
won if McDowell had a t noon attacked the yond a doubt brought the rebellion nearer its end
enemy on the left, and Porter on the right.— than the public generally imagine. They are fast
But McDowell appeared at C 1-2 o ’clock P. M. putting themselves into the very position that our
in the front, and Porter did not take part in Gnnerals desire them to occupy.
the fight at all. And even on the next day
In short, then, the rebels are pushing their
these corps did not perform tbe requested move way through Kentucky ; they are in the Kan
ments. Pope delayed his attack till 3 o’clock awha valley ; their troops are threatening the
in the afternoon, and this delay gave the enemy Ohio and the cities on its banks ; they are on
time to throw his main force from his left wing the upper Potomac ; their forces are invading
to the right. Of this movement Gen. Pope Maryland ; they are now, in a word, furnishing
was informed by Sigel, who had anticipated an us an opportunity to annihilate them and finish
attack from that Bide, and who had sent tbe 4th the rebellion. Soldiers of the Union, up and
New York Cavalry on a reconnoissance.
a t them !”—Herald.
From all tbe information received tram rebel
prisoners, released Union prisoners who had
E vacuation or W inchester. A—H arper’s
been in the hands of tbe rebels, deserters and
contrabands, it is a pretty well established fact Ferry letter of Sept. 4 announces the arrival
th at the rebel army between Thoroughfare Gap there of Brig. Gen. White with his whole com
and the Potomac river is sadly in want of sup- mand from Winchester, which was evacuated
lies. I t is not only deficient in transportation, by the Federal troops on Tuesday. Before
ut the country from which its supplies have leaving, tbe powder magazine, which contained
hitherto been drawn is now quite exhausted, a very small amount of powder, was blown up.
tbe valley of Virginia having been, within the The large depot used as a storehouse for grain,
last few months, subject to tbe advance and re was destroyed by fire, with its contents. Four
treat again and again of both armies to such an large siege guns were spiked, and thrown into
extent as to leave it almost entirely bare of the ditch. H arper's Ferry is alive with mili
provisions. That part of the Old Dominion in tary.
which the rebel army has for the last few days
revelled in blood and battle has been entirely
To the N ew R ecruits.—Gen. Hodsdon, has
depleted, and contains hardly enough supplies issued a Circular to the Orderly Sergeants in
to subsist a brigade of cavalry for a m onth. It the State, directing them in relation to the new
has therefore become a necessity th at the army recruits mustering a t the respective camps.—
under the command of Generals Lee, Jackson, The Circular requires them to be at the camp
Sec, should either retrace their steps to the before the 17th in s t; that they should be fur
vicinity of Richmond or Staunton, with but nished with two days cooked rations, were
Blight hopes of being able a t either of those plain and cheap but substantial and comfort
points of obtaining a sufficient supply to carry able clothing, and should provide themselves
them through the fall campaign, or to make a each with a spare shirt and a stoat woolen
bold and desperate dash across tbe Potomac, blanket which will be paid for by the Govern
to forage in the richest counties of Western ment. The circular also says ;
Maryland or in the bordering counties of Penn
Contiguous towns assigned to the same rensylvania.
nezvous may w ithout further authority from
We learn from Suffolk, Va., that a detach this Department, unite their volunteers or draft
ment of Dodge’s New York Mounted Rifles was ed men for company organization, or portions
dispatched upon a scout last Monday, under thereof. A full company of volunteers tbns
the command of Major Wheelen. Tbe party, made up, in order to preseut any claim for
when about twelve miles west of South Mills, recognition of officers designated by them, will
came across a company of rebels, on tbeir way require 101 men in the aggregate, after deduct
toward Richmond. Major Wheelen succeeded ing those rejected by the examining surgeon or
in capturing the whole command, consisting of otherwise.
two commissioned officers and 111 privates, 28
wagons and two sulkies. The rebels had gath
U nion Meeting at Beaufort, N. O.—On Sat
ered along the route 38 negroes, destined for
Richmond. Tuesday morning the prisoners urday, the 22d, a Union meeting was held a t
were marched into town, and placed under a Beaufort, N. C. A very limited notice was
guard from the 3d regiment N. Y. V. They given but it proved satisfactory th a t there was
were conscripts, intended to till up the old regi a loyal feeling among tbe citizens. One of
tbeir number addressed tbe meeting, and was
ments.
The Cincinnati Gazelle has an account of the frequently interrupted by the applause of the
battle of Richmond, Ky., a week ago last Sat people.
Recruiting for a company of North Carolina
urday, from Col. Armstrong of the 95th Ohio
Regiment, who was taken prisoner and paroled. volunteers has commenced in Beaufort. Quite
a
number
ol the citizens have enlisted in the
This account differs very materially from that
heretofore published, and shows that our men company, and prospects are quite encouraging.

The Danger Considered O ver in Onio.—
T h e R e b e ls o n th e N o rth ern C e n tr a l
E sc ap e o f Col. D e V illie rs .
A line of fortifications seven miles in extent
R a ilr o a d .
Colonel Charles A. D e Villiers, of the
has been constructed on the Kentucky shore of
11th Ohio regiment, was taken prisoner on the
L a t e r fr o m H a g e r s t o w n ,
the Ohio river opposite Cincinnati, for the de
Kanawha River, by General Wise, on the 17th
fense of that city, and there is no cessation in
of July, 1861, with other officers of Gen Cox's
H arrisburg, P a ., Sept. 10.— Intelligence the work of preparation, although the hour of
brigade . On his arrival at Richmond the Col of a reliable character is received, to the dangor is believed to have passed. Gov. Todd
onel was evidently much distressed, keenly feel effect th a t the rebels under Stonewall Jack- has issued a bulletin complimenting the peo
ing the mortification arising from his impris
ple of Ohio for their prompt responeo to his
onment ; and being of an exceedingly nervous son entered Hagerstown in force this after call to arms, and informing thorn that no more
temperament, he was subject at times to great noon. The operator left while the rebels volunteers are required for the protection of
depression of spirits. This however, soon wore were entering tho town.
Cincinnati. Those now nt Cincinnati may be
Arrangements for the defence of the city expected home in a few days. He advises that
away, and we found ourselves under great obli
gations to him for exhibitions of the most diffi are going forward, and the order issued by military organizations throughout tbc State,
cult feats of the soldier's drill of which he was the Governor to-day is considered on all sides formed within the past few days, bo kept up,
a complete master. He was, indeed, a bundle to be a just and precautionary measure. I t and that the members thereof meet a t least once
of nerves, almost w ithout flesh, weighing not
a week for drill. He tbinks there will be do
more than one hundred and ten pounds ; and may be the forerunner of an actual call occasion for a draft in Ohio. Of Kirby Smith’s
•
his exercise with the musket and the broad- probably soon to be made.
position a tetter from Cincinnati says :
There is nothing later from H anover or
swoad, as displayed in the prison, entitled him
“ Kirby Smith is undoubtedly giving a good
to the lull credit of being toe master under York.
deal more thought to his line of retreat than
whose teaching the lamented Ellworth acquired
H arrisburg, P a , Sept. 10.— The rebels, he is to the road to Cincinnati. In fact, he ia,
his proficiency in Zouave drill and military dis
or soon will be, in a very critical position, Buell
cipline. Being somewhat acquainted with the it is presumed, have arrived a t some point closing up his rear with a force adequate to
practice of surgery, he was detailed by the on the N orthern C entral R ailroad, as the close every possible avenue of escape South,
Confederate surgeons of the post to assist in telegraph line has been tam pered with, and Rousseau with tenor twelve thousand marching
taking charge of the sick and wounded prison tho words “ d — d Yankee” heard by the on him from the direction of Bowling Green,
ers in the hospitals. Like other Federal sur operator here. I t is not thought th a t ra il and there will soon be a force here sufficient to
geon acting in the same capacity he enjoyed road communication has y et been in terru p t w arrent the belief that Gens. W right and Lew
the freedom of the city, upon his parole of
Wallace will do something besides fortify.”
ed.
honor until about the 3d day of September,
L ater.—-Information has been received
where for some reason not fully understood by
The New York and Baltimore papers received
our officers at the time, he was deprived of his from Hagerstown to the effect th a t the rebels last night are full of rumor as to the relative
parole, aud returned to close confinement in have not yet entered th a t place. The M ayor positions and numbers of the two armies in
the officers’ quarters.
has arrived a t G reencastle and says th at Maryland, but there is nothing which tbrowB
On Saturday morning after his return to the Jackson's advanced guard a t 6 o’clock this authentic light on cither.
prison, for the purpose, as we supposed, of rais evening was said to be within six miles of
Accounts from Harper's Ferry to the 8th in 
ing money, he sold at auction, to the officers
stant state that there bad been no signs of the
in the prison, several articles of his military Hagerstown.
rebels there up to th at date, and that the army
clothing. On the same evening he escaped
there were prepared for what duty might de
F r o m N e w O rlea n s.
from the prison ; but in what manner,
volve upon them.
or through what device, I never learned. I R e b e l T h r c a la n g .iin a t ih e C i l y - E f f e c l u n l
fo r i t s P r o t e c t i o n —R e in fo r c e "
conclude, however, that his departure could AlcnwurcH
T he L ast H ours of Young F essenden. Rev.
in c u t o f T r o o p i a r r i v i n g fr o n t P cunuco Iu .
not have been unknown to some of the officers
Mr. Kennard of Washington, who visited the
N ew York, Sept. 10.—New Orleans advices, battle field last week, reports that be was with
from the fact that his name was responded to
by some one of the officers, at roll-call, for three per steamer Potomac, state that the rebels are the son of Senator Fessenden, a t Centreville,
successive mornings; and for this reason his constantly threatening an attack upon New in his dying hours, and assisted in making him
escape was not suspected by the Confederate Orleans, and exaggerated stories of the rebel as comfortable as possible. The brave young
officers, until the Colonel had been four days strength and intentions were circulating. Not officer received as much attention as if lie were
even the secessionists believed the city could be at home. A skillful surgeon nnd kind and
on his way.
It was conjectured, from circumstances known captured. Our army and navy officers are de sympathizing attendants were doing all for him
to some of the officers, that the Colonel had termined that the city shall under no circum that could possibly be done. His wound was
fled in disguise of a Confederate officer ; that stances fall into the hands of the rebels, and by a bullet through the nbdomen and known
he was assisted by two rebel officers in his es that if they should be strong enough to enter to be fatal from the first. During tho last mo
cape, who supplied him with a fleet horse the city the gunboats would drive them out, ments of consciousness he seemed to be in
which they stationed on the outside of town whatever might be the result to tho city.
prayer. When unable to speak, his eyes told
There is perfect confidence that the intrench- of conciousncss and gratitude for attention.—
where it was understood they were to meet the
Colonel, and whe were to provide him with ments a t Carrolton—the only approach to the He died peacefully, and his soul passed calmly
psstote, carbine, food, cct., necessary to persue city—and the very large Union force concen from the battle-field to tho true warrior’s rest
his journey, which had, of course, to be made trated there, will be sufficient to protect the above.
city against any force the rebels can bring
in the night.
When his escape became kuown great efforts against it.
A n I llustration.—The following, from the
Reinforcements from Pensacola were coming Independent, is a pretty fair take off of a too
were made by the rebel officers to recapture
him, if possible ; and officers and scouts were up the Mississippi river, on board the Ocean common propensity to leave the great, essential
sent in all directions in persuit; but weeks Queen, as the Potomac left.
points of religion, and doctrine, and dispute
rolled away and no tidings were heard of the
at length upon comparatively non essential dif
A r riv a l ol* th e la s t o f th e W o u n d e d , ference of opinion. The dispute is represented
gallant Colonel.
At this time the vigilance exercised through
as being held between “ High Church,"
out Virginia, among civilians as well as the THE CAVALRY SKIRMISH AT POOLES “ Low Church ” and “ Evangelical:”
military, made it almost impossible to go across
Evangelical.—Two beans and two beans make
VILLE.
the country in the direction of the Potomac,
four beans !
and little doubt was entertained by his fellow C a p t u r e o f 3 0 o f A s h b y ’s C a v a lr y ,
Low Churchman.—I beg your pardon, sir ;
officers that the Colonel would be recaptured,
but according to my arithmetic, three beans
a t C la rk s b u rg .
and brought back to prison, incase he attem pt
and one bean make four beans.
ed to escape in that direction. His fate, how
High Churchman.— Gentlemen, I pity your
W ashington, September 10.—The last of the
ever, was not known a t Richmond until his wounded at Centreville, 250 in number, arrived stupidity and your ignorance ; but I lament
arrival at Washington was announced in the here to day in charge of Dr. Coolidge.
the mischief you are working in calculating
papers, and his appointment as a Brigadier
About fifty places are accupied in and about that hut two parcels of beans can make four
General nearly two months afterwards.
beans, while both history and geometry so
Washington and Alexandria for hospitals.
The General, as it turned out, when he left
Five hundred convalescents were sent to New clearly establish that it takes four separate and
the prison, bent his steps toward Norfolk which York to-day, and 400 will be transferred to individual beans to make four beans.
city, through but about one hundred mites dis Point Lookout to-morrow.
MORAL, FOUNDED ON FACT.
tant from Richmond, he only reached after six
Several more churches have been opened for
While the doctors disputed about the arith 
weeks travel, performed in short stages by hospital purposes in this city.
metic of the ration, poor Lazarus died of star
night, through swamps and marshes which in
The action yesterday of the 8 th Illinois Cav
tervene between the two cities, subsisting in alry under Col. Farnsworth, was with eight vation for want of beans.
the meantime on berries and shrubs, and ex hundred of Col. Ashby’s old cavnlry. I t took
Two young men commenced the sail-making
posed to hardship^such as only an experienced place between Poolesville and DarneBtown.—
liuisncss in Philadelphia. They boughta lot of
soldier could survive.
The rebels had fifteen kilted and wounded, in duck from Stephen Girard on credit, and a
Having arrived a t Norfolk, he managed to cluding one captain
We took six prisoners.
friend had engaged to endorse it for them.—
disguise nimsclf as a mendicant Frenchman Our loss was one kilted and seven wounded.
Each caught up a roll, and was carrying it oil’,
aged, infirm and nearly blind, and then he
This forenoon Col. Farnsworth again met when Girard said :
gained admittance to a hospital in that city.— a portion of them a t Clarsburg and took thirty
“ Had you not better get a dray 1”
In some way he procured a pair of green gog of them prisoners. They have already arrived
“ No it is not far, and we can carry it our
gles, with which, and a pack on his back, and a t headquarters. Some of them were barefoot
stooping, and resting on a rough cane, the and bareheaded, and all of them in rags. One selves.”
“ Tell your friend he need not endorse your
poor old Frenchman became an object of com of them wore nothing but his underclothes.
note. I'll take it w ithout.”
miseration. In this condition he freely went
Mr. Wyck and two other citizens of Phila
where he chose about the city, speaking only delphia who proceeded with a flag of truce last
A newspaper, in noticing the presentation of
the French language ; and finally made an ap week, on the special request of Governor Cur
plication to the rebel General in command, for ) tin, to W arrenton, for the body of Brigadier- asilver cup to a contemporary, says: “ He
permission to go to Fortress Monroe under the j General Bohlen, kilted in the engagement at needs no cup; he can drink from any vessel
flag of truce, that he might embark for his the Rappahannock, have returned with the that contains liquor, whether the neck of a
hottie, the mouth of a demijohn, the spile of a
dear old home in France.
body, which will be sent in charge of a com
The piteous story of the venerable French mittee to-morrow to Philadelphia, where a r keg, or bung bole of a barrel.
man, and his urgency to return to his home rangements have been made for a military
That was rather an intelligent contraband at
which he had left before the rebellion broke funeral. The party performed tho journey
out, and the accommodating spirits of the Con without any interruption or molestation what Detroit, who, having purchased his ticket to
Canada, upon being requested to show a pass,
federates manifested to the French, as well as ever, with the exception of a small guard at
drew bis hand over his shady face and said—
to the English, at that time, induced the rebel Centreville and Bristow Station. The enemy
Dis my passport.”
General, from charitable motives, after two was not an y where visible, and the country all
weeks' delay, anu persistent application on the the way was perfectly quiet.
A Texan and Illinois farmer were speaking
part of He Villers, to allow him to go on board
of raising corn, ect., and the Illinois man was
of the truce-boat.
From H a v a n a .
boasting of the superior yield of prairie land,
When the boat met the Federal steamer, the
w i t h Y e ll o w F e v e r o n B o a r d — and telling large stories, as nil Western men
infirm old Frenchman, (at the venerable age of T Slich e Ol evate
a v e s H a v a n a in a D is tr e s s e d S t a t e —
thirty-five) was assisted on board by the com N e w s fr o m M e x ic o —T e r r i b l e C tfc c ts o f can do, to which the Texan replied : “ I'll tell
you what, stranger, they make large corn in
passionate officers from Norfolk, who bid him Y e ll o w F e v e r .
your clearing, but ita in t a circumstance to
an affectionate adieu. But no sooner had be
N ew York, Sept. 10.—The steamer Columbia what we raise the Colorado bottoms, Why,
reached the deck of the Union boat than he from Havana the Oth, arrived this evening.
the corn there averages thirty feet in height,
coolly cast off his pack, green goggles, and all
The Havana correspondent of the Associated
and, after thanking the officers for their polite Press states that the pirate steamer Ovieto, or with twelve ears to a stalk, and a gourd full of
shelled
corn a t the top !”
ness, shouted, with an air of youthful anima Florida, is a wooden steamer of slow speed, and
tion, a loud huzza for the Stars and Stripes and has iron plates in her hold to be plated with.
T he F irst T erm, lor civil business, of the new
gave the Confederates the pleasing information She left Nassau, August Oth for Green Key,
th at they had just parted with Colonel de Vil where she mounted her armament, consisting Police Court, for the City of Rockland, will be
liers, o f Ike 1 1th Ohio Regiment!
of three 68-pounders on eaeli side and two 100- holden on the first T uesday of May, 1861, and
pounders. She then went to CardenaB, where hereafter, on the first Tuesday of each month,
T he L ate Battles.—The Baltimore American she was ordered off by the authorities, who
in speaking of the possible bearings of the con placed war steamers each side of her, allowing at nine of the clock in the forenoon.
No action will be entered till the w rit is
flict upon Maryland, justly remarks of the no one but the doctor to leave her or go on
nature of the contest during the last week :— board. A number of seamen from Havana who placed on file, which must be done during the
• So far in the series of conflicts the fighting arrived there were arrested and imprisoned.
first hour of tbc Court, on the returned days.
appears to have been less like a great combina
The yellow fever prevailed on board, and she
No second continuance will be granted, ex
tion, where operations arc carried on under the has lost many of her crew by sickness and de
eyes of the two opposing chiefs, than like sertion. Nine were buried on the 31st ult., cept by agreement of parties, or for cause
isolated struggles betwixt particular divisions including a son of Maffit, her commander. She shown.
or corps on either side, neither seeming in gen then went to Havana, arriving on the 1st inst,
No credit will be given for fees of this Court.
eral to know when or where it was to get sup with only thirty-6ix hands, most of them sick,
M. W. FAR-WELL, Judge.
ports, and hunting the nearest opponent, with including her captain, who has the putrid fever.
Rockland, April 24,1861.
the determination to crush him if possible She is leaky. She was ordered off, and went to
w ithout reference to any great programme got sea on the night of the 1st, in a heavy thunder
ten up in advance. In this way Banks and his storm.
division seems to have been left to get on as
The U. S. steamer Penguin was off Havana
best be could, whilst, if accounts arc true that on the 5th inst.
J . L. GIOFKA V ,
have come forward from the battle-field, Mc
Vera Cruz dates of the 1st state that DoblaDowell has acted with his division with as little do haB retired from Juarez's Cabinet, and has N O . 5 C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K ,
of system or effectiveness as when he had a returned to Guanajuato with his troops.
Has just returned from Boston with a
larger command on a former memorable occa
Two thousand French troops landed a t Vera
sion. In this general melee, too, Burnside, Cruz on the 22d ult., and left for Orizaba.
N e w S e t o f T o o ls,
upon whose character and movements such high
San Bias and Manzanilla have pronounced in
expectations were based, seems not to have been favor of foreign intervention, and it is reported especially adapted fur L adies work, such as
heard of at all. The old idea of a battle-field, that Uraga and 3000 of his men have done the
C U R L IN G A N D F R IZ Z L IN G ,
th a t a General-in-Chief and his Staff were the same.
which will be executed as well as in any city in the Union,
immediate agencies on which swift movements
The yellow fever and dysentery have killed id nt as low prices.
depended, seems in this campaign—a t least in 75 per cent, of the crews of the French vessels.
A select assortment of
this particular instance—to have been exploded ; The Amazon, whose complement is 675, lias L o n g C u rls* G r e c ia n C u r I g < P e r fu in e r y , & c .,
and perhaps it is owing to this that all the re now but 40 men left.
lor Ladies. Also, all kinds of
ports from the battle-fields seem so confused,
H A IR W O R K
disjointed, uncertain, that no one can make out
The Baltimore correspondent of the New for Ladies nnd Gentlemen.
anything from them upon which to base any York Herald says :
THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE paid for L ong H air .
certain conclusion.'
Rockland, June 24, 1862.
Sm27
“ Those who ought to know best believe th at
A R econnoissance to Swift Creee.—A recon- the rebels do not mean to march on Baltimore
p . &
. c o o k ,
They think that their object is
noisancc in force was made a few days since, of at present.
the country between the Neuse and the Pamlico rather to isolate Baltimore from the North and
m
S)
in the vicinity of Swift’s Creek. The 17th from Washington, by cutting the railroads all
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
Massachusetts regiment, under the Neuse, trav around the city. They regard Baltimore as a
ersed the country as far as the Creek, whilst Southern city. They wish to save it and not to D R U G S , M E D I C I N E S , P A T E N T M E D I 
CINES of every approved kind, Chemicals, Sponge, Truss
Lieutenant Col. John Mix, with four companies destroy it. Therefore they will do nothing to es,
Supporters, Shoulder Braces, Perfumery, Hair Oils,
of the 3d N. Y. Cavalry, set out from Washing imperil the safety of the city.
Hair Restoratives, Hair and Teeth Brushes Syringes ol all
sorts,
Bird Seed, Cooking Extracts, Spices, Citron, Cur
Bradley
T.
Johnson,
the
rebel
Provost
Mar
ton to meet the infantry.
rants, Jellies, Figs, Tamarinds, Pure Cream Tartar, Loz
The distance of forty-five mites was accom shal, has sent word to his friends in Baltimore enges, Lard and Neats Foot Oil, Burning Fluid, Dye Stufla
plished by Lieut. Col. Mix, in twenty hours, in to rejoice, for the day of tbeir deliverance is at
a most admirable and soldierly manner and the hand. He says that a few days more will see S ig n o r th e B lu e M o r t a r , P i l la b u r y B lo c k ,
ROCKLAND, ME.
country carefully reconnoitered. Whatever General Lee in Baltmore, Washington cut off Ocioher 25, I860.
141If
bodies of rebels, however, there m ight have from the N orth, Norfolk in the possession of
J . S. H A L L & CO.,
been in the neighborhood, had taken their de the rebels, and a fleet of rams and iron-clad
steamers
sailing
up
the
Potomac
to
take
part
parture. After a thorough examination of the
N o . 3 , S p e a r B lo c h . R o c k la n d ,
district, the expedition returned. — Newbern in tbc attack on Washington.”
Progress, 26th ult.
DEALEB8 IN
The Portland Argus is informed that a tetter
R iot in N ew Lonoon, Ct .—On Thursday lias been received by an army officer in that city
Drugs and Medicines, Chemicals,
evening, the 4th, a body of about 100 soldiers, from Gen. Heintzelman, in which the old vet FANCY TOILET SOAPS, HAIR & TOOTH BRUSHES,
from Fort Trumbull, attacked the house kept eran says Gen. Pope was out-generated in every
PERFUMERY, OILS and DYE STUFFS,
BURNING FLUID, dec. &c.
by John Lopez, and with axes and other in point by the commanders of the rebel forces in
O ’ Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully compounded.
struments leveled it with the ground in a few the late battles. But, the Argus says, we shall Rockland, Feb. 7, 1860.
7tf
minutes. A t a later hour another attack was be on better footing now, soon as Gen. McClellan
L E V IK O B B IN S ,
made by a party of unknown persons and the can organize things.
ruin6 were fired and with two adjoining build
proprietor of the
ings entirely destroyed. The cause of the riot
Do not Surprised.—General Cass lately gave
was the suspicion entertained by the soldiers a piece of advice which it would bo well to
th a t the inmates of the bouse were concerned in
JV JE W D R U G S T O R E ,
have impressed upon every officer in our arm y,
the death of John Wilson, a soldier from Fort 1 he General was making a parting speach to
W IL S O N & W H I T E ’S B L O C K .
Trumbull, a resident of Elmira, N. Y., whose tbc twenty-fourth Michigan regiment and to
decease was caused by some means not yet bis adopted son, Colonel Morrow, who is its
(Sign o f the Golden Eagle,)
understood.
commander. The old statesman said
** I need not Bay anything to you relative to Takes this method of informing the people of thi.s place
Officers for thj N ew R egiments.—The Ban
and vicinity, that he has a very large, well selec ted and
gor H Aiy, says that the W ar Department has, the display of courage,—that is common to N ew Stock of
Amencans—but I beg of you, for God’s sake
a t the suggestion of Governor Washburn, given
permission for non-commissioned officers and do not allow yourself to be surprised.”
D ru g s , M ed ic in e s, C h e m ic a l’s ,
privates in the old regiments to accepct com
missions in the nine months regiments. The
The Norwich Bulletin professes to have infor anil other article, usually kept by DRUGGISTS. And of
companies can elect any of these men who mation that as soon as the levy of 600,000 men
P a te n t M e d ic in e s ,
have made their mark upon the enemy. The is filled up, it is the intention of the Govern
he has every kind in the market, which he offers ut W hole
Governor will commission them, and the W ar ment to call out an additional force stated a t sale
and Retail.
Department will order their discharge on the 400.000. This force ia to be drilled, and held A liberal discount made to persons buying to sell a. tain.
See Advertisement.
presentation of the commissions.
in the States as a reserve.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1661.
4lf

SPECIAL NOTICES.

wr

N u t m e g s ! N u tm e g s !!

C O U R A G E IN V A L ID S!
C L E M ’S S U M M E R

CURE

122

FE A R IN G , T H A C H E R & CO.

LBS. PRIME NUTMEGS, for sale cheap at
38tf
COOK’S City Drug Store.

H.KUriCTVBERB or

Lawrence and Old Colony Cotton Dnck,

— AND—

ANO IMPOSTERS OP

B o ra x , B o ra x .

Howes’ Cough F ills

BBL REFINED BORAX, for sale low, at
38tf
COOK’S City Drugstore.

B y th e C o n c u r r e n t te s tim o n y © f n in n y s u f
ferers, the fact has been established.

R U S S IA A N D SC O TC H D U C K ,
CHAINS, ANCHORS, RUSSIA BOLT-ROPE,

P a t e n t M e d icin es.
COOK’S City Drug Store.

N o i. 2 3 a n d 2 3 COM1M ER.CIAL, S T R E E T ,
(New Granite Block Head o f City Wharf,')
ALBERT FEARING, J
ISAAC THACHER, J
D O S IO N .
September, 2, 1862.
3w37

C LE M ’S S U M M ER CU RE.

C L E M ’S S U M M ER CU R E.

C LE M ’S SU M M ER CU RE.

H O W E S ’ CO UG H P IL L S .
T h a t fo r a tig h tn e s s o r W h e e z i n g o n th e
Chest, Pains, in the side or a long standing Huck,
the best known remedy is

H O W E S ’ CO U G H P IL L S .
T h a t n s n u e x p e c to r a n t n u d a m e li o r a t i n g
agent in cases of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, nnd
Confirmed Consumption, the public have already
rendered their united verdict in favor of

H O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .

Clem’s Summer Cure is a pleasant,

W a rre n F acto ry Goods.

62 D o z en s
D H A LO N ’S WORMWOOD
-L TONIC, for sale at
38tf

T h a t fo r C h ild r e n tr o u b le d w i t h C a n k e r in
the mouth or stomach, or mothers suffering from
nursing sore mouth, a safe and speedy cute is ef
fected by the use of
T h a t fo r C o u g h s , H oarw eneaa n n d B r o n 
chial affections, there is no remedy extant that so uni
versally affords relief as

SCH O O L . H O U S E O N P o r t la n d S tr e e t,
und continue it ten weeks.
Rockland, August 25, 1862.
2w*36

ENGLISH EUKlirWG & C .

T h a t fo r th e c u r e o f D i a r r h e a o r D y s e n te r y
in persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come
to the knowledge of the public that so effectually
does its work and at the same time leaves the
bowels in an active, healthy condition as
T h a t fo r C h ild r e n C u t t in g T e e t h , i f tr o u b le d
with Diarrhea or any irregularities af the Bowels*,
all other remedies are insignificant as compared
with

School.

PAINE will commence a course of in
MR.struction
in the various English Branches and also in
Latin and Greek, on MONDAY, September 10th, in the

< FRESH 8TOCK of those most desirable GOODS just
1 received and constantly on hand, consisting of

C O R D IA L

N o tic e o f F o r e c lo s u r e .
IIEREAS NICHOLAS BERRY, late of Camden, in
W‘
W the County of Knox, deceased, on the twelfth day of
November, A. D. 1859, by his mortgage Deed of that date,

conveyed to me, the subscriber, certain real estate,situate
in said Camden, fully described in said deed which is re
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 101, Page 350, to
which said deed or record reference is made for descrip
tion of premises. And whereas the condition in said mort
gage Deed has been broken, I claim to foreclose the same
agreeably to the statute in such cases made and provided,
und give this notice for that purpose
IGNATIUS SHERMAN,
By T. R. SIMONTON, his Attorney.
Camden, August 25, 1862.
3w36

Y a rn s , H e a v y F la n n e ls , S a tin e tts ,

COOK’S City Drug Store.

F or Sale.

a n d CuMMiuiercH,

M asts for Sale.

which I will sell at Wholesale or Retail at the same prices
*.« they are sold at the factory.

LARGE lot just received, measuring from
60 to 86 feet in length and from 17 to 27 inches
Athrough.
Apply to

Cash Paid for Wool or Goods Exchanged,

Rockland, Sept. 11, 1862.

GEORGE L. SNOW.
38tf

Rockland, Sept. 2, 1862.

W. O. FULLER, Agent,
S p e a r B lo c k .
37tf

T H E House, No. 5 Elm Street, occupied by M. W. Far
1 well, Esq. Apply to
H. M. V. CHAPMAN,
South Montville.
August 28, 1862.
5w36

M R. L. B. W E T H E R B E E ,
Will give instruction on the

A d m i n is tr a t r ix S ale.

P IA N O -F O R T E ,

URSUANT to a license from the Hon. Judge of Pro
bate for the County of Waldo, the undesigned Administratix of the Goods and Estute of Thomas Bartlett late
of Hope, in the County of Knox, deceased, will sell by
public Auction, at her residence ir. said Hope, on Monday
the thirteenth day of October next, at two o’clock in the
afternoon, the following described real estate, viz: One
undivided half part ofa certain lot of land situated in said
Hope and bounded as follows: viz -, beginning at a stake
and atones at the original comer of lots of Elisha, Ebenezer
and Enos Philbiick ; thence northerly on the original line
of said lots one hundred and one rods to a stake and stones
at the corner of Henry Harwood’s land; thence westerly
on said Harwood’s, Elisha Philbrick’s,Sherman’s nnd Ful
ler’s line 98 rode to the corner of Ebenezer Philbrick’s land;
(hence southerly on said Harwood’s, Philbrick’s and Asa
Cole’s land 110 rods to make and stones in line of Enos
Pltilbrick’s land ; thence on the origiual line 94 rods to
first bound.
Also one undivided thirteenth part of the estate ofGeorge
Bartlett, Inte of South Thomaston deceased, situated at
the “ Head of the Bay” so called in said South Thomaston.
All of which was property of the said Thomas Bartlett,
deceased.
SARAH P. BARTLETT, Administratix.
Hope, Sept. 11, 1862.
3w38

P

After SEPTEMBER, 7. Address at O. 8. ANDREWS’
Unnkstore.
Reference given if required,
Rockland, August 28, 1862.
36tf

0 ,

a g r e e a b l e d e c o c tio n o f R o o ts n n d B a r k s
and contains not a particle of opium or drug of any
P
S g
sort. It always does good, and never does harm.
“ By their works ye shall know them.”
G. C. Goodwin dc Co., Boston, General Agents for New
England. H. H. H ay, Portland and B. F. Bradbuuy,
General Agents for Maine.
Sold in Rockland, by LEVI M. ROBBINS; in Thom
aston by GEO. 1. ROBINSON; in Rockport by CARLE
§
TON A NORWOOD; in Camden by JAMES PERRY.
XT Sold in all the principal towns and cities in the
Slate.
H O W E S <Sc CO*, P r o p r ie t o r s .
B e lfa s t, M e.
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court of Probate, held at WiscasJune 4, 1862.
(rs24)
49ly
D y e in g S il k , W o o l e n n n d C o tto n Good*,
sett within aud ;or the County of Lincoln, on the second
day of September, A. D. 1862.
S h a w ls , S c a r f s , D r e s s e s , R ib b o n s ,
03
S ta g e a n d R a ilr o a d N o tic e .
p K. HOWARD, named Executor in a certain instru
G lo v es, B o n n e t s , H a ts , F e a t h 
J . ment, purporting to be the last will und testament
e r s , K id G lo v e s ,
of MARY C. GROSS, Inte of Waldoboro’, in snid County,
C h ild r e n ’s C l o t h i n g , a n d n il k in d s o f W e a r 
deceased, having presented the same for Probate :
O rdered , That the said E, K. Howard give notice to
i n g A p p a r e l,
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
TAGES w ill lea v e ROCKLAND for BATH every posted up in some public pluce in the town of Waldoboro’
WITH PERFECT FAST COLORS.
morning- Sundays excepted—a t 2 o ’clock A. M., and by publishing the same in the Rockland Gnzetle print
and on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 6 1-2ed In Rockland, three weeks successively, that they may
L IS T O F C O L O R S .— Black, Dark Brown, Snuff"
o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the appear at a Probate Court to be held at Wiscasset, In said
HIS desirable mechanical arrangement has now been in Brown, Light Brown, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Dark Green,
cars leaving at 11.40, A. M., for Portland and Boston, and County, on the seventh day of October next, and show
use a sufficient length of time to show that it gives en Light Green, Pink, Purple, Slate, Cr imson, Salmon, Scar
also«onnect with the Damariscotta aud Gardiner Stage. cause, if any they have, why the said instrument should
tire satisfaction, and actually is the more valued the more
RE TURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam not be proved, approved, and allowed as the last will and it is
tried- This invention is a step in advance of all others let. Dark Drab, Light Drab, Yellow, Light Yellow, Orange
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock testament of said deceased.
in this department, embracing all and a little more of their Magenta, Solferino, French Blue, Royal Purple, Violet.
land, daily at 3 P. M., or on the arrival of the train from
HIRAM CHAPMAN, Judge of Probate.
excellencies,
and yet happily overcoming all their defects.
Portland and Boston, and on Mondays, Wednesdays and
A true copy, Attest.—J . J . Kennedy, Register. 3w38
By means ofil a Bed Bottom is obtained which is as flex
These Dye Colors are expressly for family use. having
Friday's, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
ible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into been perfected at great expense, after many years ot study
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL,D n in n r is c o t t n
it s place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, and experiment. The goods »re ready to wear in from
P u b lic N o tice o f F o r e c lo su r e .
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M.
the aged, and all who linger in suffering and weakness. one to three hours’ time. The process is simple, aud any
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
N the first day of October eighteen hundred and fifty- They are made of good materials, warranted strong aud one can use the dyes with perfect success.
days. passing by Damariscotta Mills and through Aina,
seven, Nathaniel Tobey, Jr., of Thomaston in the durable, and not liable to get out of order.
Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi
G R E A T EC O N O M Y !
County ofLiucoln, now the County of Knox, by bis deed
ner in time for the Boston train of cars and also the
T e s tim o n ia ls .
of mortgage of that date, duly executed and acknowledged
CT A S A V IN G O F 8 0 P E R C E N T . -CI
Stage for Lewiston.
A N ew Bed . Anderson’s Spring Bed Bottom is one ol
RETUR NIN G- Will leave Gardiner for theabove nam and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for the County of
In every family there will be found more or less of wear
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the Lincoln, Eastern District, mortgaged to John D. Barnard, the comforts of the age, as we know from experience. The ing apparel which could be dyed, and made to look us well
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at Damaris late of said Thomaston, deceased, a certain lot of land to first morning after we used it we got up easier and retired as new. Many articles that become a little worn, soiled,
cotta in season io connect with the Stage from Bath to gether with the buildings thereon, situated in said Thom at night with a higher appreciation ol a comfortable bed or out of style, are thrown aside. By using these Dves,
aston und bounded as follows, viz:—Beginning on Dunn than ever before. It Is an economical feature in a family they can be changed to any cclor or shade in a very short
Rockland. F a r e S I , 25*
street, thence running South 89deg. East, by Jcel Hupper’s —a substitute for feathers—and its elastic properties are lime, at a small expense. Y'ou can have a number of
J. T. BERRY
CO., P roprietors .
one hundred and forty-iwo feel to stake ; thence North very great.—Kennebec Courier.
shades from the same dye, from the lightest shade to
R ockluiid.D ec.il 1861.
51tf
5deg. West sixty-one feet to stake, thence North SGdeg
Mr. 1). K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my house the full color, by following the directions on the inside of
West, one hundred and thirty-three feel and six inches to
package.
O d e t o I-Iei’i’ic lc ,
slake on the Easteily side of said Dunn street : thence with the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom, and I take pleasure
At every store where these Dyes are sold, can be seen
in recomtneudiug this article as the most convenient,
Southerly sixty-eight feet by said Dunn street to the place economical
p i l l s ! p il l s ! p il l s !
and comfortable thing of the kind with which samples of each color, on Silk and Wool.
of
beginning.
And
now
the
condition
ol
said
mortgage
has
All who have used these Family Dye Colors pronounce
I am acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT,
Hark to that shout, as it swells on the gale.
been
broken,
by
reason
whereof
1,
in
inv
capacity
of
ad
them to be a most useful, economical ar.d perfect article.
Like ihe cataracts roar, or the wild tempests wall ;
ministrator upon the Estate of the said Barnard claim a Principal of Family School at Little Blue, Farmington, Me.
Numerous testimonials could be given from ladies who
Herrick’s is the pills to banish all ills,
We, the undersigned, having used the Anderson Spring have used these Dyes; but in this case it is not required,
foreclosure thereof Hnd for that purpose give this public
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
Bed Bottom, E. Hennessey’s Patent, find it to be all that as its real value ami usefulness are found upon one trial.
notice according to the statute provisions in such cases.
it is recommended. We very cheerfully advise all who
p il l s ! p i l l s !! p il l s !! !
3w38
ROBER T DAVIS, Administrator.
Manufactured by H O W E
S T E V E N S , Practical
have any dosire for ease and coinfort, to fill up their beds Chemist, 258 Broadway, Boston.
In years far ahead, when earth gray with age,
with these Spring Bottoms. We unhesitatingly say, that
For sale by Druggists, and Dealers in every City and
Some rhymster will place, on his poetic page, these
A
d
m
i
n
is
tr
a
t
o
r
’s
Sale.
we
would
not
dispose
of
ours
for
ten
times
the
cost,
to
be
verses triumphant—
without them in our families.
Herrick’s is the pills, to banish all ills,
351y
J. IL SHAW.
PURSUAN T to a license from Hon. II. Alden, Judge of
Aud ruise up the sufferer when all others fuil.
L Probate for the County of Knox, the undersigned will A. M. BRADLEY, Prop. Revere House, E. Vassalonro’.
[Copyright secured.]
These remarkable pills continue to achieve unparalelled sell at pubiic Auction, on Thursday the Sixteenth day of
J. H. BARROWS, M. D.
triumphs over disease. In fact they are considered the October next, at two o’clock in the afternoon at the late,
JOHN HUSSEY', China House.
alpha and omega, In medicine ; compounded exclsively residence of Harriet B. Wooster deceased; in Rockland in
A. G. LONGFELLOW, Franklin House, Augusta,
of vegetable extracts, their use is safe, their effects lasting, snid county, the following real estate, viz:—A lot of land
DENNIS MOORE, Anson.
und their cures wonderful ; sustained by their merits for nnd buildings thereon,situated on the north side of Cedar
Mrs . ABIGAIL M. TR a SK, Vussalboro’.
twenty-two year.-*. their sale is unapproached by all others Street in ward one, in Rockland, in said County, consist
C II. BRETT.
aombined ; elegantly coaled with sugar, and sold in family ing of the Homestead of said Harriet B. Wooster und a lot
BENJ. F. HOMANS.
DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
boxes for 25 cenis. See advertisement on 3d page.
oflund adjoining, containing three-fourths of an utre more
EPH. BALLARD, Cushnoc House, Augusta.
J. SHAW, China.
or less. Also, will be fold ut said time and place, said
This celebrated Female Medicine, pos
MRS. M. WEEKS, Vassalboro’.
Harriet B. Wooster interest in an Island known as Lime
sessing virtues unknown of anything else
T lic C o n fe ssio n s a n d E x p e r ie n c e Island, in or near Camden Harbor in said County.
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping in one of
of the kind, und proving effectual after all
4w38
O. G. HALL, Administrator.
OF AX' INVALID.
the Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms for ilie last thiee weeks,
others have failed, is designed for both
und I must say it far surpasses anything I bud anticipated.
married and single ladies^ and is the very
UBLISHED FOR THE BENEFIT AND AS A
My wife, who is feelde, has had no good rest forsix months
be>t thing known for the purpose, as it
warning and a caution to young men who suffer from
ST A T E OF M AINE.
till occupying one of these beds. She would not part with
will bring on the monthly sickness in
Nervous Debility, Premature I>eca>, &c.; supplying ut
it on any account.
REV. JOHN ALLEN.
cases of obstruction, after all other reme
the same time the means of Self-Cure. By one who has
Farmington, Feb. 2P, 1862.
dies of the kind have been tried in vain.
cured himself after being put to great expense through
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated
O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S have now
medical imposition nnd quackery. By enclosing a post
u Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms ” to our sleeping apart
been sold without a single failure when
paid addressed envelope, pinole copies may be bad of
ments. We give ibis Spring Bed Bottom a decided prefer
taken as directed, and without the least
the author, NATHANIEL Ma YF a IR, Esq., Bedford,
ence
over
any
and
all
others
we
have
ever
used.
Our
injury
to health in any case. O * lt is put
Kings County., N. Y.
guests speak of them in the highest terms. We recom
up in bottles of three different strengths,
Murch 12, 1862.
12ly
mend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort
with full directions for using, and sent by
of their guests.
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of the
w. d . McLaughlin <t son .
country.
May 12, 1862.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
PRICES:—Full strength, $10; Half strength, §5; Quar
I have used the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom for some terstrength, S3 per bottle.
O ’ Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for
time past, nud pronounce it superior to anything I have
known for ease, adaptation to the form and health. I Oustinate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind
think it preferable to the Spiral Spring bed which I have have failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represent
just laid aside for this. I can with confidence recommend ed in every REsrECT, or the price will be refunded.
N O . 5 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
CT- BEWARE OF IMITATIONS ! None genuine and
HEAD QUARTERS,
ERS,
)
it to general use.
warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M. at his
Adjutant General’s Office ,
>
E . C. BRETT, Counseller at Law.
R E M E D I A L I N S T I T U T E for S P E C I A L
Auo usta , August 30, 1862. )
Oldtown, May 20, 1862.
ROCKLAND, M E.
T he Anderson S pring Bed Bottom.—This is an im D I S E A S E S . No. 28 Union street Providence, R. I.
G e u c r u l O r d e r N o . 41*
E7* This Specially embraces all diseases of a Private
provement upon anything of the kind heretofore invented.
I. The following named Medical Gentlemen, are hereby Huving personally tested its excellence, we feel justified in nuture both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educat
appointed by the Governor aud Cotnmaniler-in-Chief to recommending it to the public as an easy spring bed, not ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his
whole
attention.
make examinations of all applicants fur certificates of phys liable to get out of order, furnishing no possible refuge for
ET Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly
ical disabilities which wiilexempt them from military duty vermin, and presenting no objections that we can conceive
by draft und otherwise :
•
of to its universal adoption. We wish everybody would confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se
In Monroe, Aug. 3d, Mr. John Brown, of Searsport, and
enjoy the luxury of its use, and surely there are very few cure from observation, to all parts of the United States.
A n d r o s c o g g in C ou nty*
Miss Sarah Mitchell, of Monroe.
who are unable to do so, as it is afforded at a surprisingly ALo, accommodations for Lndies from abroad wishing
In W inteiport, Sept. 6th, Rufus Brown, of Swanville,
for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care uutil
Alcander Burbank, Lewiston; Philip Bradford, Turner, low rate.—Maine Fanner.
and Miss Annetta Pickard, of Winterport.
William B. Small, East Livermore.
Testimonials similar to theabove have been received restored to health.
C A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Two
from the proprietors of the following public houses -.
A r o o s to o k *
H undred T housand Dollars aie paid to swindling
Penobcsot Exchange, Bangor.
Edward N. Mayo,Houlton; E.G. Decker, Fort Fairfield;
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any ben
Frauklin House, Bangor.
A. Parsons, Wes ion.
efit (o those who pay it. All this comes from trusting
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hon
C u m b e r la n d .
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
or, character, and skill, and whose only recommenda
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
Gardner Ludwig, Portland; Thomas A. Foster, Port
tion ia their own false and extravagant assertions, in
Elmwood
House,
Waterville.
Aug 29th, in Judiciary Square Hospital. Washington, land; John D. Lincoln, Bruuswick; CyruiK. Bowker, Ray
praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid be
Litchfield
Corner
House
D- C., Calvin Emerson, of Co. I, 4th Maine regiment, uged mond.
ing humbugged, take no man’s word, no matter what his
Stoddard House. Farmington.
F r a n k lin .
50 years.
pieteusions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you
Revere House, Vassalboro’.
Elijah F . Plaisted, Philips; Nehemiah II. Clark, Farm
nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis
Chinn House, China.
ing physicians, in nine cates out of ten are bogus, there is
ington.
Franklin House, Augusta.
no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know who
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
H a n c o ck *
and what they are.
Abbott’s School, Farmington.
P. II. Harding, Ellsworth; Alex. Fulton, Bluehill; A. F.
E7* Dr. M. will send free , by enclosing one stamp na
Eaton Boy’s Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
Puge, Bucksport.
above, a Phatnpiet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on
American House, Belfast.
Private Diseases generally, giving full information, with
K en n eb ec.
New England House, Belfast.
the
most undoubted references and testimonials without
Searsmout House, Searsmont.
George E Brickett, Augusta; Nathaniel R. Boutelle,
PORT OF ROCKLAND
which, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind
Montville House, Montville.
Waterville; James Cochran, Monmouth.
deserving of ANY’ CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
U. H. Hovey, Lincolnville.
K nox.
ET
Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write your
G. W. Hodges, Thorndike Hotel,Rockland.
A rrived.
address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON, as above.
C. N. Germain, Rockland; John B. Walker, Union.
Numerous testimonials from the press, and also from
FRIDAY, Sept. 5.
August 22, 1862.
35tf
L in c o ln .
many persons of the highest respectability, have been re
Sch F Eugene, Achorn, Portland.
ceived, commending the comfort aud utility of the Ander
Charles A. Packard, Waldoboro.
OLD F R IE N D S
“ Dover Packet, Wooster, Boston.
son Spring Bed Bottom in the highest terms.
“ Leo, Coombs, Boston.
O x fo r d .
IN T I I E R I G H T P L A C E
AGENTS—James L. Moody. Appleton.
Saturday , Sept. 6.
William A. Rust, South Paris; Charles A. Coolidge,
E. M. Carlton, Hope und Camden.
H e r r ic k ’s S u g a r C oated P ills 1
Canton; D. Lowell Lamson, Fryeburg.
Sell Harriet, Glover, Boston. •
Mjses Young, Lincolnville.
Ship Cavalier, Crockett. Bangor for Liverpool.
The best family Catharlfe ia
P e n o b s c o t.
August 29, 1862.
6m36
tile W orld., Used twenty
Sell I C Hertz, Spear, Beaton,
John Mason, Bangor; J. C. Weston, Bangor; M. S Wil
years by
“ Eagle, Hull, Bungor.
son Lincoln; John Benson, Newport; Jared Fuller, East
F r e e d o m N o tic e .
SUNDAY, Sept. 7.
Corinth.
HIS is to certify that I have this day given to mv son
FIV E M IL L IO N S
P is c a t a q u is .
Sch Silas Wright, Adams, Vinalhaven for New York.
CHARLES M. TORREY, his time, to act and tran
“ Warrior, Crockett, Salisbury.
sact business for himself. 1 shall claim none of his earn
Benjamin Johnson, Dover.
OF PERSONS
ings nor pay any debis of his contracting after this date
TUESDAY, Sept. 9.
S agad ah oc.
CHARLES TORREY.
Sch Superior,Robinson, Vinalhaven for New York.
ANNUALLY;
Israel Pitman, Bath; James McKeen, Topsham.
3w*36
Rockland, August 26, 1862.
“ R B Pitts, Flanders, Boston.
S o m e r s e t.
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 10.
always give satisfaction ; con
William Snow, Skowhegan; Charles A. Parsons, St.
taining nothing injurious; pat
Seh I L Suow, Achorn, Boston.
Albuns; James Palmer, Anson.
ronized by the Principal phy
•• Citizen, Drinkwater, Portsmouth.
W a ld o .
sicians in the UNION; elrgantJ Pierce, Ward well, Bangorjly coated with sugar. Large
Putnam Simonton, Searsport; Jacob Brown, Liberty.
Freeport, Sawyer, Portlund.
’Boxes 25 cents: 5 Boxes one
W a s h in g t o n .
THURSDAY, Sept. 11.
dollar. Full directions with
Job Holmes, Calais; George Z. Higgins, Lubec.
each box. Warranted superior
Bark Limerick I.aaa, Green, Bangor for Liverpool.
to
any
Pills
before
the
public.
Y
o
r
k
.
Sell G Ilorlon, jHineaou. Bangor for New York.
H e r r i c k ’s K ill S t r e n g t h e n in g P In a ter a c u r e
“ Pallas, Pendleton, New York.
Wm. Swazey, Limerick; Dryden Smith, Biddeford;
Has removed his Stock of
in five hours, pains and weakness of the breast, side and
Theodore H. Jewett, South Berwick.
back, and Rheumatic complaints in e q u ^ iy short periods
II. Compensation for their services will be made by the
Sailed.
of time Spread on beautiful white lamD skin, their use
Government, and no fs< or reward can in any instance be A g r ic u ltu r a l I m p le m e n ts , S eeds subjects
FRIDAY, Sept. 5.
the wearer to no inconvenience, and each one
directly or indirectly received, for or on account ofsaid
will wear from one week to three months. Price 18 3-4
examinations, by the persona herein appointed to make
Sloop Wave, Smith, Joncsport.
S
to
v
es
a
n
d
H
a
r
d
w
a
r
e
to
cents.
SATURDAY, Sept. 6.
the same.
. ,
, ,
Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills and KM Piasters are sold
III. Each applicant will be required to declare upon
in all parts of the United States, Canadas and South
Sch Post Boy, Tate, Newburyport.
his honor to the examining surgeon, at the time of his ap
NO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK,
America and may be obtained by calling for them by their
“ James R, Andrews, Gardiner.
plication, that he has not been examined by either of the
full name.
“ Uncle Sam, Spalding, New York.
persons appointed to that duty, subsequent to the appoint
D r. L R. HERRICK A CO., Albany, N. Y.
TUESDAY, Sept. 9.
ment herein made, and a certificate refused; and if it shall where he will be happy to see his old friends and custom
The above nltcles are sold by F. G. COOK, C. P. FESsubsequently appear that said statement is untrue, the ers. He also offers a new and splendid assortment of
Ship Cavalier, Jordan. Liverpool.
SE N D E N .J.S . HALL dc CO., and LEVI M. ROBBINS,
certificate thus obtained will be void, and of no effect.
Sch A Powers, Robinson, Nexv York.
Rockland; C. M. Knight, Rockport; Janies Perry and E.
IV. Said examining surgeons will receive no applica
“ Siiaa Wright, Adams, New York.
C. Fletcher, Camden; YV. K. Duncan and David Howe,
tions, under the order herein given respecting drafted men,
“ Oregon, Pratt, New York.
Lincolnville; II. N. Lancaster «k Co., Northport.
prior to the tenth day of September next.
u Juno Robinson, New York.
ut very low prices.
E. BLASHFIELD, T ravelling Aubnt.
V.
Examinations
of
volunteers
offered
by
or
in
any
Trader, Pittston, Market.
February 13, 1862.
3p8ly
City, Town, or Plantation, in lieu of drafted men, will be Please call and be convinced that that is the J act.
“ Funny Keating, Snow, Baltimore.
made by the examining surgeons herein appointed, upon
“ Neponset, Ingraham, Salem.
applications therefore with an exhibit of the rolls upon
Rockland, July 1, 1862.
««
“ Excel, Ingraham, Boston.
which they were enlisted.
,
,
,
“ Leo, Coombs, Boston.
,
VI. Certificates to drafted men, to be issued under the
“ I C Hertz Spear, Hewett’s Island to load for N Y .
Portland and Mew York Steamers.
authority and in the manner herein set forth, wil be made
“ Superior, Robinson, New V ork.
and
signed
by
the
examining
surgeons,
upon
blanks
furnish
The spleudid and fast Steamship
THURSDAY, Sept. 11.
ed from this Office. Blank rolls will also be forwarded,
C - f e f r ^ C H ESA PEA K E, Cnpt. 8. Crowell,
Sch F Eugene, Achorn, New York.
for records of examination of Volunteers.
Bv order of the Commander-in-Chief.
“ Angerlme. Hix, Vinalhaven to load for New York.
will until further notice run as follows :
3
JOHN L. HODSDON,
“ Hector, Duncan. Portsmouth.
Leaves Brown’s Wharf,Portland, every WEDNESDAY
Adjutant General,
*• Freeport, Sawyer, Portland.
at 4 o’clock P. M , and leave Pier 9, North River, New
“ J Pierce, Warowell, Bangor.
_____* The remainder of the Surgeons’ names for the York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
“ Fame, Hart, Belfast.
counties of Knox, Lincoln and Piscataquis, will be insert
The vessels are fitting up with fine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe nnd com
ed as soon as the appointments are made.
lw37
fortable route for travellers between New York aud Maine.
September 2, 1862._________________
domestic ports .
Passage $5.00, including Fare and State Room.
BOSTON—Ar 6th I L Snow, Achorn, New York; 7th
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
brig Emily, Saunders, Wilmington, Del ; sch E ArculariQuebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
us, Haskell, Baltimore.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
BEAUTIFUL PARLOR WOOD STOVE, which has steamers as earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that she leaves
PORTLAN D—Ar 5th, sells Livonia, Robinson, and Pi
been used but a few times, will bo sold cheap. En Portland.
lot. Robinson, Tremont lor Bo-ton; Sisters. Brown, Roc k
land for do; Sea Serpent, Arey, do for Roxbury; Concordia
quire at the Gazette Office.
For Freight and Passage apply to
36tf
Rockland, August 30, 1862.
Coombs, Buth for Boston.
EMERY & FOX, Portland.
„ „
II.'B. CROMWELL, &. CO., No 86 West Street, N. Y
December, 3,1861.
(Nov. 25.)
50tf
disasters .
L a-V o n e s D ia g ra m s ,

t

FAMILY DYE COLORS,

T

S

T

O

The G reat In d ia n Rem edy
FOR. FEMALES.

P

c . pT fessen d e n ,

D ruggist a n d A pothecary,

M A R R IA G E S .

D EATH S.

M A R IN E J O U R N A L .

T

R em oval .

J.

P. W IS E ,

HAYING TOOLS,

F or Sale.

A

The U S transport steamer New York, which arrived
at Portsmouth Grove Wednesday Sept 3d, from Washing
ton, reports 1st inst, off mouth of the Potomac river, was
In collision with sch Myers, (of Rockland) Rhodes, from
Boston for Washington, with cargo of ice. The schooner
had her stem cut off and otherwise injured. She was
abandoned. The crew were taken on board the steamer
and brought to Porisinouth Grove, with ihe exception of
Cnpt. Rhodes, who was left at Norfolk. The Myers was
a good vessel, 134 tons register, 22 years old, aud unin
sured.

pOR Cutting Ladies Dresses. For sale at
MISS F. J. KIRKPATRICKS, Bonnet R ooms.
Rockland, August 21, 1862.
35tf

S a n fo rd ’s I n d e p e n d e n t L in e ,

We have made arrangements for the Barge FAIRY OF
FOREIGN PORTS.
THE WAVE to run from.
Ar at St Johns NF 18th ult, sch M Partridge, Hix, Rock
B A N G O R TO R O C K L A N D ,
land (cld for Lingan, CB).
Sid from Queenstown 21st, Return, for New York ; touching at all the usual landings on the River and Bay,
Joseph Gilchrist, Carney, from Callao for London.
leaving Bangor every Monday, W ednesday and F biday
Sid from Bordeaux 21st ult, H. G. Berry, Race New morning at 6 o’clock.
York.
-----RETURNING----Will leuve Rockland every T uesday, T hursday and
Saturday morning at 6 o’clock.
June 29, lat 4 N, .on 31 W , ship William Singer, Farley,
Fures and Freight as usual.
AT W P A H W F I.L . Airent.
from Loudon May 21 for C allao.
Sent 2, lat 37 SO, Ion 73 10, brig H H McGilvery, Crock

SPOKEN.

ett, fjom Malanias fot New York (or Pqrtiand).

JLEVI HI. R O B B IN S,

T o W h o m i t M a y C o n c e rn .
HAVE this day received into pound, in the pound, In
the town of Warren, a dark brown S teer , about three
years old, with a speckled face and a slit in the right ear,
was found doing damage in the field of Samuel Simmons
in said town, and impounded by John G. Hoffses, of said
town. The owner is hereby required to pay the sum le
gally and justly demandable, in damages, and fees und
charges for impounding, anti lake the beast away.
JOHN G. HOFFSES, Pound Keeper of Wafren.
Dated at Warren this 15lh day of August 1862. 3w*35

I

D ,BIED CURRANTS,
CITRON,
tamarinds,
figs,
LEMONS,
HONEY, Ac., Ac.

J . S. H A D E
Rockland, April 30, 1862,

St CO.,

K

WILSON dc W H ITE’S BLOCK,
S IG N O F T H E G O L D E N E A G L E .
Rockland, Mk.
EEPS a full assortment of Pure and Unadulterated
Drugs, Medicines, dec. They all being new, must
therefore be tresb, and they can be bought at a satisfactory

Remember they can be found at the Sign of the Golden
Eagle.
_
Rockland, April 17, 1861.
1711

J iR I E ’S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR ’

U n iv e r s a l F a m ily P ill.
Pills are purely Vegetable, and a safe remedy
for Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Loss of Appetite, Llyer
T HESE
Complaint, aud Impurities of the Blood, dec., aud are tba
Pill, (n mke when Physic is required. Can be found at

M

R E Q U IE M .

D r. T . L . E S T A B R O O K ,

M IL L IN E R Y

Breathe, trumpets, breathe,
Slow notes of saddest wailing—
Sadly responsive peal
Ye muffled drums—
Comrades, with downcast eyes
And muskets trailing,
Attend him home—
The youthful warrior comes.

C IT Y

— AND—

FANCY GOODS,
at No. 4 Perry Block,
L IM E

Upon his shield,
Upon his shield returning,
Borne from the field of honor
Where he fell—
Glory and Grief, together clasped
In mourning,
His fame, his fate,
W’ith sobs exulting tell.

ROCK

STREET,

RO CKLAND .

P H Y S IC IA N ,

O f f i c e , — P l E s b u r y ’s N e w B l o c k .
B o a r d s a t t h e T h o r n d ik e H otel*—where calls
may be left when the Da. cannot be found at his office.
Dr. Estabrook will be pleased to attend to all calls with
which he may be favored, at uis office , where he may
be found day or night.
Particular attention given to diseases of the eye and
Ear.
Rockland, April 2, 1862.3ml5

A S p le n d id A s s o r tm e n t o f

Site gtotMand

F a n cy

G ood s,

AND r u b b e r s ,

SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,

S tra w , F a n c y & m o u rn in g B o n n e ts

Freucli and Americau Calf Skins,

RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LACES and EDGINGS
of all descriptions.

L ln liif f H , B i n d i n g s .
S

E

M

E

S

ff l® ® ® 3

K id a n d G o a t S to ck , R u b b e r G orin g
S h o e D u ck * P egs* L a s ts , S h o e N a i l s a n d
S h o e T o o ls o f n i l k in d s ,

in great variety.

H o siery a n d Gloves,

A T T H E B R O O K , M A IN S T .
Rockland, September 2, 1861.

ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
in great variety.
HOOD and SH E T L A N D Y A R N S.

With proud fond tears,
By tinge of shame untainted,
Bear him, and lay him
Gently in his grave ;
Above the hero write,
The young, half-sainted—
His country asked his life,
His life he gave.

-J2S

Strange paradox that in the fight
Where I of thee was thus bereft,
1 lost my left leg for “ the Right,”
And yet the right’s the one that’s lift.

Rockland, April 23, 1862.

P o tr a i t o f a C ash ie r.

“ Culm and cold and still as clay,”

w 11 t a k e

October 15, 1861.

LD w e 11 i n fi Houses,
| Household Furniture,

38tf

T H O R N D IK E

LB cejcsDq.

C. G. MOFFITT.
Rockland, Juue 24, 1862.

HOTEL.

G . W . H O D G E S , P r o p r ie to r ,

KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of August 1882.
H. CLEAVELAND, Administrator on the estate of
. NICHOLAS BERRY, late of Camden m said Coun
ty, deceased, having presented his first account of adminis
tration of said estate for allowance:
M R . H E N R Y C . R O B I N S O N , A . B .,
O rdered , That notice thereof be given, three weeks
i experienced and successful teacher. The school is
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock
petted to sustain its former high reputation lor strict dis land, in said County, that all persons interested may at
cipline and thorough instruction. A good opportunity is tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
afforded for those fitting for college and designing to teach. second Tuesday of September next, and show cause, if any
Bourd and tuition low.
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
N. T. TALBOT, Agent.
H. ALDEN, Judge.
Rocfcport, August 1, 1862.
31tf
A true Copy -A ttest -.—A. S. R ic e , Register.
3w34

27lf

W A R C L A IM A G E N C Y .

H

P B .I C E 8

V. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims

89 they may occur, to rank second to no other Printing
Establishment in this section of the State.
Among the varieties of work which we are prepared
execute, are

£>VERY VARIETY OF

L a d ie s’ M isses’ a n d C h ild ren ’s

of all descriptions, promptly procured.
N o C lia r ffe

B O O T S & S H O E S ,

U n le s s S u c c e s s fu l.

Application in person or by letter to

CHA.RLES A . M IL L E R ,

Valuable Inventions & Improvements,

risk* on

R ockport H igh School.

IHE FALL TERM of said School will commence, A
. gust 18th, and continue eleven weeks under the charge

N e x t Io E x p r e s s O ffice.

Approved Machine Presses,

MERRITT & WHITTEMORE, P roprietors.

Jjt H. C O C H R A N ,

N o . 2 S p o ffo r d B lo c k .
Rockland, July 29,1862.
32tf

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
O ffice in W i l s o n Sc W h i t e ’s B lo c k ,
N. B. Pension Claims should be presented immediately
R eferences .—Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Hon. Abner
Coburn, Hon. Janies G. Blaine, Hon. N. A. Farwell, Hon.
E. K. Smart, Adj’t Gen. John L. Hodsdou, Col. E. K. Har
ding, Maj. Gen. Wm. II. Tilcomb.
Rockland. June 24, 1862.
27lf

W idow s a n d o th er H eirs
--- OF—

D E C E A S E D S O L D IE R S .

CORNED MAIN AND SEA STREETS, ROCKLAND. B u s in e s s a n d W e d d in g C a r d s ,
Single persons or small Families accommodated with
V is itin g ; C a r d s ,
board on liberal terms.
Finishing R i s k s
Conches always in attendance to take guests to and
B a l l T ic k e t s ,
QEND IN YOUR CLAIMS for PENSIONS,
i buildings in process of from the several steamers.
O BOUNTIES and arrears of Pay.
H a n d b ills ,
Rockland April 17, 1860.
17tf
I construction, and
S h o w -B ills ,
No c h a r g e u n le s s S u c c e ss fu l.
P rogram m es,
TO PU R C H A SE
I oilier insurable properPensions and Arrcar of Pay to Soldiers dis
P o ste r s,
I ly, in the following c
abled in the present War.
B il l - H e a d s ,
AT NO. 3 CROCKETT BLOCK,
I patties, known to be safe
B ills o f F a r e ,
Pensions paid from date o f approval o f Claim.
W a y B il l s ,
and prompt in the ad
T COCHRAN’S loft mav be found all articles used in
Secured at the earliest possible moment, on ap
E n v e lo p e s
making and repairing sails.
justment of lheir losses
plication in person or by letter to
£
C ir c u la r s ,
“ ’HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
D n c li, B o lt R o p e , T w i n e , T h im b le s , C o r d 
O . G . H A .3L IL ,
A
.
Hanford Conneclicul. Incorp. 1819. Charier perpetual. a g e and a lot of second hand fore and aft sails in good M a n u f a c t u r e r s ’ T a g s ,
Capital 8500,000,....................Surplus upwards of $210,000. repair, for sale cheap.
L a b e ls o f a l l kin d s*
U. Huntington, I’res’t.
T. C. Allyn, Secretary.
SAILS made and repaired at short notice.
O r d e r B ooks*
To Insure promptness and success, I have au ageni
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore received
Washington who attends personally to the prosecution of
B a n k C h eck s*
HOME INSURANCE CO.
the same is respectfully solicited.
The Proprietor of No. 1, Berry’s Block, Pension Claims.
Few York City.
B a n k B ooks,
Rockland,
March
11,
1862.
I2tf
March 26, 1862.
6ml4
Cash'Capilnl 81,000,000....... '................. Surplus $300,000.
B la n k N o te s ,
*
Chas. J . Martin, President.
rjFFERS one thousand Ladies’ Dress Patterns
B i l l s o f L a d in s *
A. F. Wilmarlh, Vice l’res’t.
J. M. Smith, Stc'y.
at COST, aud many at a great reduction from cost, in
I n s u r a n c e B la n k s ,
cluding one hundred patterns Plain, Figured, Black aud
CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
T o w n B la n k s ,
Hanford, Connecticut....................Cush Capita) 8250,000 A tto r n e y & C o u n s e llo r a t L aw .
W o o d B il l s ,
FANCY D R E S S SIL K S,
C. N. Bowers 1‘res’t.
C. C. Waite, Sec’y.
OFFICE NO. 2, KIMBALL BLOCK,
H a y B il l s ,
M i l k B ills* Plain and Figured Berages, Balzarines, Figured Muslins
MAINE INSURANCE CO.
und Lawns, Valencias and Goats Hair. And now opening
RO CKLAN D , M E.
Augusta, Maine.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capital $60,000.
a choice selection of
J. L. Culler, President.
J . II. Williams, Sec’y.
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1862.
3tf___
E D W A R D H A R R IS
I Stores, Slocks of Goods,

A

RARE

To the Judge oj Probate within and for the
County o f Knox.
HE Petition of ANN MARY JARVIS, Gunrdinn of
HANNAH E. JARVIS, and JOSEPH R JARVIS, of
TWarren,
in the County of Knox, minor heirs represents,
that the said wards are seized and possessed of certain
real estate, situate in said Warren, and described as fol
lows ._ in a deed from Edwin Smith to Robert Jarvis,
dated July 1845, and recorded in Vol. 9 Page 388, Eastern
Disirict of Lincoln County
Begining at the western line
of land now or formerly of James Andrews, and at the
Eastern bank of St. Georges river; thence North Easterly
on said Andrews line, as it runs, until it comes to a brook
leading to the old potash; thence down the south side
thcreol to a stake and stones near the old potash; thence
south twenty degrees west two rods to stake and stones;
thence north eighty degrees west six rods to the river;
thence down said river to the first mentioned bounds. That
it would be for the benefit of s lid wards that said estate
>hnuld be sold, and the proceeds placed at interest. Said
Guardian therefore prays that he may he empowered,
agreeably to law, to sell the same at public auction or pri
vate sale or»ucn part thereof as the Court-may deem ex
pedient.
ann m. jarvis .

CHANCE

S A I L - M A K IN G ^

D R Y GOODS,

A

that is to say, he is as much like an iron as an
iron safe is—he is not Mr. Sweet, and he is Mr.
Cashier. IVhat if he is? You are a green
one if you do not see the effect of this double
existence. If a man can disembody himself—
lose bis identity—bid adeiu to his individual
ism there m utt be some powerful excuse for
such abnegation ; and that excuse is found in
the effect wrought by the translation. That
effect, my dear sir, is felt in every avenue of
trade throughout our common country—it
governs men as absolutely as an imperial baton
—it makes prosperity in spite of the seasons,
or it unmakes it in spite of the sweet influences
of all propitious offerings of seasons, climate, NEW ENGLAND FIRE A- MARINE INSURANCE CO
llHrtfurd, Connecticut. ;
and fruits. Representing in his official capac Cash Capital 8200,000.........................
.Assets over 230,000.
ity, The Bank, he is the power not only
N. M. Walertilun, I’res’t.
Geo. D. Jew ett, Secr’y.
“ behind the throne,” but before it, under it,
WESTERN
MASS.
INSURANCE
CO.
above it, beyond it.

Pittsfield, Mass....... Cush Capital and surp. over $200,000.
E. 11. Kellogg, l’res’t.
J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.

T bs B ed oe the Sea.—Take up a pinch of
the soil over which lies two thousand five
hundred fathoms of sea water, submit it to a
microscope, and behold, though it looks and
feels like fine clay, it does not contain a particle
of sand, earth or gravel. Every atom under
the lens tells of life and living things. The
bed of the Atlantic is strewn with the bones
and shells of the myriads of creatures inhabit
ing its waters—creatures so numerous that
figures fail to convey an idea, or the mind to
embrace their vast profusion. The navigator
traversing the blue sea sails for days in a fleet
ship through waters so thickly covered with
small pulpy sea-nettles, or meduste, that it
looks to him like a ‘ countless meadow in yel
low leaf.’ The savant, following on his trail,
ilaces a single one of the sea-blubbers under a
ens, and in one of its niDe stomachs finds
seventy thousand flinty shells of microscopic
diatomaca;, one of the many animalculm of the
sea. Thus each creature in these thousand
square leagues of medusa; was sucking from
the millions of these diminutive creatures, and
ejecting their shells, to fall, in a gentle yet
perpetual shower, down to the bed of the ocean,
and there, in time, form strata of silicious and
chalky matter for future geologists to ponder
over. And, remember, that upon all these
medusa; prey legions of bigger creatures, and
th at into these helpless colonies sails the huge
whale with cavernous mouth, and gulps down
as many of them at every feast as they do of
the minute diatomaca;.

tL aaasn o
Together with

BO STO N .

43lf

M

53T Remember the Place,

L O W

But while the sturdy stump remains,
I may be able yet to patch i t ;
For even now I’ve taken pains
To make an L. E. G. to match it.

A cashier is a queer thing ; he is a man and
not a man, (i. e. at different times of day ;) he
is a plain hat, broadcloth and boots at ten min
utes to ten A. M .; at ten minutes after, he is
an “ institution,” with a head of eyes, a heart
of gold, a hack-bone of Bilver, a shirt of bank
notes, legs of paper, aod feet of silver. Before
ten he is a good, hearty fellow, ready for a
“ smile,” (of several kinds;) after ten he is as

J® ©

NEW YORK.
adapted fori speed, durability and beauty of execution,
Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK,
Tambo. Moravian and Nun’s Cotton, Linen Floss,
presenting, with
I lake pleasure in announcing to my old patron., that I
Gold Braid, aud other small articles too
have opened, repaired, and refilled in the moat thorough
numerous to mention.
manner, the above comtnodiou. and pleasantly situated
house, where I shall he most happy to .ee my old friends,
and stiull spare no effort in making them a pleasant and
W H IT E GOODS,
agreeable home, and would here- take pleasure in ac
Extra Inducements for Patronage.
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolins, Mar knowledging past favors.
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually
JOHN E. MERRILL, P roprietor,
kept in such an establishment.
Formerly o f the Webster House Boston.
It is our aim, by the prompt and faithful execution of all
AGENT FO R
May 7, 1862
20lf
orders, the superior character and style of every des
F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O R K ,
W IL D E S ’ H O T E L ,
criptlon of work, the judicious and tasteful selec
of the beat manufacture in the United States, which he
keeps conalanlly on hand or ordera at abort notice.
tion of new type, the adoption of all
NO. 46 ELM ST R E E T ,
BONNETS B L E A C H E D A N D P R E SSE D .

H. HATCH.

B O A R D IN G SCHOOL

!

337

NO 1 , B R O A D W A Y ,

£22

S T A T E O P M A IN E .

H A R F .

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

W A S H IN G T O N H O U S E ,

Embroidering Materials,

A soldier who lost a leg a t the battle of la ir
Oaks, thusjrecalls it “ for a spell”:
| L . E.1G .ZO 2V M Y L E G . I

W

)

Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing,

P R IN T IN G

Ihu

H saved from the late fire, to the

S P E A R ’S

E s t a " b lls liro .o n t!

Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in

A n d

A .T

AAVE a large quantity of all the various kinds of Coal KNOX, SS.—At a Court of Probate held at Rockland,
within and for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
which I will be happy to serve out to my old lriends and
Store next E ast of the Express Otficr, on ail who may favor me with their patronage, at as low of January A. D. 1861:
Ratjes as at any other place in the city.
RDERED, that from and after the day aforesaid the
Courts of Probate within and for the County of Knox,
L im e K o e k S treet.
C a sh o n D e liv e r y .
be held nt Rockland on the seepnd Tuesday of every
month.
And whenever this arrangement shall conflict
A.
K.
SPEAR.
with any of the provisions of the Revised Statutes rela
I shall be pleased to have my friends and the pub lie gen(ESTABLISHED, A. D. 1846.)
Rockland, August 14, 1862.
34tf
tive to holding said Court, it will be holden on the fallow
erally call and examine the same before making their pur
chases of
ing day.
O ffice, N o . 5 , C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k , {Upstairs,)
T h e I I lfflila iK l
HORATIO ALDEN, Judge.
Attest—A. S. B ice , Register.
3tf
Are prepared at all times to execute all kinds of
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of August, 1862.
FOR* BOYS.
ARY a . GRAY, Administratrix on the estate of
WILLIAM GRAY, late of South Thomaston in said
[IIIE 2nd year of this School will commence on
County, deceased, having presented her account of admin
F u rn is h in g
G oods,
The attention of Merchants, Manufacturers, Traders, and
istration of said estate for allowance :
T U E SD A Y , SE PT E M B E R 2, 1862.
O rdered , that notice thereof be given, three weeks suc
all others in want of Printing is invited to this
As I desire to close out the entire lot previous to
The advantages far instruction in this school are excel cessively, in the Rockland, Gazelle printed in Rockland, in
Establishment, which contains
lent. The number of Boys will be limited, and every pos said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
S e p t e m b e r lO tli.
sible attention be given for their improvement. For ref Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on the second Tues
day of September next, and show cause, if any they have,
erences and further information, send for a circular to
The Largest aud Best Assortment of
why the said account should not be allowed.
N. T. TRUE, M. A., P roprietor.
I shall make the prices Low E nough to make it an ob
U. ALDEN, Judge.
Bethel, Me., July 24, 1862.
4w32
ject for all in want of Goods in my line, to make their
A true copy,—A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w34
PURCHASES AT MV STORE.

JO B P R IN T IN G

E P H R A IM W . B A R T L E T T ,

consisting in part of the following articles:

C o u rts o f P r o b a te .

COAL! COAL!!

FIRE! F IS E !! F IS E !!!
AVING removed the balance of my Stock

Spring and Summer Millinery.

Wrap round his breast
The flag his breast defended—
His country’s flag,
In battle’s front unrolled ;
For it he died—
On earth forever ended,
His brave young life
Lives in each sacred fold.

Good leg, thou wast a faithfuljfriend,
And truly hast thy duty done ;|
I thunkjthee most that to the end
Thou didst not let this body run.

p .«

SPRINGFIELD FIRE A MARINE INSURANCE CO.
Springfield, Mass.
Ca-h Cupital $200,000......................Assets over S-148,000
Edmund Freeman, Pres’t.
Win. Connor, Jr., Sec’y.
CHARTER OAK FIRE A MARINE CO.
Hanford, Conn.......................................... Capital, $300,000
R. Gilleit, President.
J, II. Sprague, Sec’y.
HAMPDEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Springfield, Mass..................... Capital and assets,$220,000
W. B. Calhoun, l’res't.
J. C.Pynchmi, Sec’y.

I

CONWAY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Conway, Mass............................C ap ital $200,000.
J. S. Whitney, Pres’t.
D. C. Rogets, Sec’y.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Salem. Mass............................ Capital and Assets. $350,000.
A. Story, Pres’t.
J. T. Burnham, Sdc’y.

PENOBSCOT MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Bangor, Muine.
E. L. Hamlin, Pres’t.
B. Plummer, Sec’y.

L ife In s u ra n c e .
Life insurance effected in the following sound companies
doing business on tlie most approved plans, and offering in
ducements second to no other companies. Premiums may
be paid quarterly, semi-annually, or yeaily.
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Boston, Muss.............. Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000.
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conneclicul. . . Accumulated Capital. 3 000,000.
O ’ The above are the oldest Life Insurance Companies
in the United States. 1 he insured participate in the profits
CHARTER OAK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn..................... Capital and Surplus, $500,000.
Life Insurance effected as above, on either stock or mu
tual plan.
O ' E. H. Cochran , thankful for the liberal patronage
heretofore received, pledges himself to give the most care
ful attention to all business entrusted to him in the insur
ance line.
48tf

NEWS! FOR THE MILLION"!
G R E A T M Y S T E R Y SO L V E D !

greatest"novelty
OF TH E AGE.

Dr. J. C. Plnmer’s
PATENT

'L A S T S !
PATENT

For which we have every facility, and which will be at,
tended to promptly, and executed correctly.

A t t o r n e y a n d C o u n s e llo r a t L a w

S u m m e r D r e s s G oods,
ut prices suited to the times.
3 ? a s lilo n a l> le d o a l c s
constantly on hand and made to otder. CLOAKING
CLOTHS very low.

TH O M A STO N . M E.
43tf
G O IJ ),

S IL V E R ,

BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,

C R IM S O N

and other

Colors o f B ro n ze it'o r k ,

A r r e a r s o f p a y S ecu red

© H A .W L S ,
A great variety purchased at Auction and will be sold at
Auction Prices.

And all descriptions of Plain and Fancy Work in the
B la c k S il k a u d L a c e V ia ite a a u d C a p ea
Printing line that may be required.
at half the cost.
D e L a in .e s *
Soldiers wounded or hi any way injured or who die
!E7 Persons wishing for woik in our line are invited to
from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
One thousand yards of out of style twenty cent Dewhile in service (they or their heirs) can have the same call, as we can suit them, both as to style and price.
Laine selling from 12 1-2 to 16 cents per yaid.
secured by applying, to
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law.
J . PORTER & SON,
P R IN T .
Thomaston, October 16, 1861.
43tf
N o . 5 C u s to m H o u s e B lo ck * {Up Stairs,)
Three thousand yards of NEW PRINT selling from 8
to 11 cents yer yard.
Over J . C. L ibbev &. Son’s, Hardware Store.
LYSANDER HILL,
Rockland, April 3, 1862.
,
S h ee tin g .

TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.

C o u n s e llo r & A t to r n e y a t L a w ,
9tf

O. G . H A L L ,
at J a w ,
B E R R Y ’S B L O C K , M A I N S T R E E T ,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Rockland, July 12, I860.
291y

ut Sheetings, will be

L a d ie s a n d G e n tle m e n

THOM A STO N, M E.
February 20, 1861.

H A IR W ORK.
A new and full assortment which will be sold

C la c a p
M R S.

f o r O a s lx .
—ALSO—
H A R D I N G ’S

GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.

and all the latest styles of
W H I T E A N D H O U S E K E E P IN G G O O D S.
A full assortment

H A T S A.1STD C A P S ,

nil of which good., in which BEAUTY is strictly com
C L O T H S , S ic .
bined with DURABILITY, logetlier Willi a very large aud
Cheap Cloths for Men and Boys wear, White anti Color complete .lock of
ed Woolen Flannels, (Jotton Flannels, Tickings, Dennims,
Stripe aud Checked Shirtings, English, Scotch und Domes C U S T O M - M A D E
C L O T H IN G
tic Ginghams, Cotton and Worsted Damask, Freucli and
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE.
Domestic Patches, Hosiery aud Gloves.

I shall be pleased to exhibit to my former patrons and
The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, whilh will change
C £ ix * x > o t in .s ; £ >
to all who should favor me with their calls, uud sell at
gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to an auburn, dark In great variety, cheaper thau ever before offered*, iu this
brown or black color. For sale by
city.
E x tr e m e ly E o w P r ic e s.
J. L.GIOFRAY, Sole Agent.
FEATH ERS
Please call and see, nnd be convinced that the place
37if
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
where you can get SUITED BEST, where you can BU f
All grades, very low.
JOSEPH L. GIOFRAY,
CHEAPEST,
and where goods are NEVER MISREPRE
PETER TPIACHER & BROTHER.
N o . 5 C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S ta ir * )
The above named goods together with the ten thousand SENTED, is at
EDWARD HARRIS’
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law, Will sell a nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less thau it aud one articles that go to uiuke up the most extensive
,n be bought in any hair store in Boston.
slock of Dry Goods now offering in this mark et, will all
N o r t h S to r e i u W a l k e r B lo c k ,
O F F IC E . N O . 2 K IM B A L L . B L O C K .
I will sell a Lady’s French Wig two dollars less than be said if possible at some price by the first of September
Head
o f Park Street and Spear Block,
next,
as
I
contemplate
a
change
in
business
ano*
intend
to
ist.
MAIN STREE T...................................ROCKLAND, ME
ROCKLAND, Me.
1 will sell a Frlzette frem three inches to five and a quar commence THE FALL CAMPAIGN with an en tire new
P eter T aacher.
R. P. E . T hacker .
ter inches, from fifty cents to one dollur less than can be Stock.
June 24, 1862.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf
P. S. I would say to my old patrons and fri ends now is
bought in Boston.
a rate chance fot you to secure good bargains. Please give
I will sell a Hair Baud from one to two dollars less.
me a call.
Ship-Carpenters and Quarryinen
I will sell the best Hair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
Ladies in paiticular are requested to call at my rooms
E. B?$RRETT.
E . P . CHASE,
and examine the work, as I am sure they will be satisfied
W A N T E D .
Rockland, June 11, 1862.
25tf
with both price and material.
O rders for C ustom W ork promptly executed and
O P ! QUARRYMEN, to work on granite quarry at
d e j N t i s t ,
entire satisfaction warranted.
Spruce Heud.
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
—ALSO—
humble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall en
TO W H O M
O ffice in W i l s o n Sc W h i t e ’ll B lo c k *
T w e n t y - f i v e S k ip C a r p e n t e r s to work on new
deavor to use my best efforts to retain the present trade
ship
building
near
Atluutic
Wharf. For further particu
uud
respectfully
solicit
an
extenlion
of
the
same.
Artificial Teeth inserted and warranted to give satisfac
lars apply to
tion in every respect. All operations performed on the
S H A V IN G D E P A R T M E N T .
COBB, WIGHT Sc C \S E .
□utural teeth, in the most skillful manlier.
Shaving,
Hair
Cutting,
Shumpooing,
Coloring,
Curling,
August 8, 1862.
33tf
Rockland, February 18, 1862.
9tf
id Frizzling done a little better than at any other estab
lishment in the State, this is what the people say.
DR. J. E STEN ,

WILLIAM BEATTIE,
C o u n se llo r a n d A t t o r n e y a t L aw ,

Z D E Z S T T IS T P Y .

B e it K n o w n , T h a t

L A D IE S’ P R IV A T E ROOM

H o o e o p a th ic P h y s i c i a n .

HAIR CUTTING and SHAMPOOING, which will be
O ffice in W i l s o n Sc W h i t e ’ll B lo c k ,
done for half the usual prices.
Particular attention paid to cutting Boys and Misses
R O C K L A N D , M e.
Hair.
R esidence on W ater Street, first house north of A. C.
PERFUM ERY
Spalding’s.
Rockland, June 5, 1860.
24(f
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.
AS ju st received and has now in Store the
lurgest and mosr perfect assoi tment of
TTTmVTA^
U 1"R'V”F
which Is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
generally. Every mother should not lull 19 have a box iu
the house in case of accident.
O F F IC E NO . 4 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
MR. J L. GIOFRAY will sell his stock of Salve do
{Over the. Store o fM . C. Andrews.)
on hand consisting of 400(1 Boxes for 13 cts per Box.
D w e l l i n g H o u s e , o n S p r in g S t r e e t ,
ever o^-ered to the public.
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
J. L. GIOFRAY.
H 'e is weekly receiving lnrge -.supplies from Boston and
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
Rockland, Dec. 25, 1660.
(Sept. 20, 1859. 39U )
llj,vrefore keep posted on the vaniety of style aud prices.
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
48t
M E N
B O Y S ,
T. E . & P . J . SIM O N T O N ,-

T. A. W E N T W O R T H

Im p o rta n t to th e Afflicted

continues to be consulted at his office, Nos. 7
9 Endicott Street, Boston, on all diseases of a
D R.audDOW
PRIVATE OR DELICATE NATURE.

NEW

STO CK -

L A D IE S A N D M IS SE S

BOOTS A N D SH O ES,
of every size and description, just received by Steamer
Sanfobd from Boston, at
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S,
No. 2 Spofford Block.
32tf

Rockland, July 29, 1868.

HURRAH! HURRAH!
A great variety of

F a n c y G o o d s a n d T o y s,
Of every description. Ladies’ Bags. Portmonaies, Pot’ll
Albums. Combs, Brushes, Fancy Heud Pins, Fancy Work
Boxes, Writing Desks, Bracelets, Cutlery, Fifes, Drums,
Perfumes, Hair Oils Cologne, Soaps, &c.

P ic k le s , F r u it, &c.
Pickles, Ketchup. Canned Fruits, Extracts. Olives, Na
live Wines, Ale.Porter, Fruit, Nuts, Dates, Figs, Tobacco,
Sugar,Brier Pipes, Meer. Pipes, Coffee &c. .
-— ALSO----R efreu k iu cn tH , O y s te r s , l e e C r e a m , S o d a ,
P a s t r y , C o n fe c tio n e r y , Jkc., Jkc.

W.

II.

K E E N JE ,

N o. 2 P e r r y ’s B lo c k , L ia i e R o c k S tr e e t.
By a long course of study and practical experience of
Rockhnd, July 1, 1862.
28tf
unlimited extent, Dr. D. has now the gratification of pre
senting ihe unfortunate with remedies thai have never,
since he first introduced them, failed to cure the most
E X P R E S S N O T IC E .
alarming cases of
GONORRHOEA AND SYPHILIS.!
MOWER** CO.’S
Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and
Impure blood, lmpotency, Fcrofula, Gonorrhoea, Ulcers, B a n g o r, R o c k la n d & B oston E x p re s s ,
pain and distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses, Respectfully solicits a share of the Express business from
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible this city und vicinity. Cur Agent here,
symptoms attending ibis class of disease, are made to be
Mr. G EO R G E W . TOEMAN,
come us huruiless os the simplest ailings of a child.
will most promptly and faithfully attend to all business,
SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
at this Agency.
Dr. D. Devotes a great part ol his lime to the treatment
O ffice at W. E. TOLMAN t SONS’ Store, Snow’s
American and Foreign Patents,
of those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which Brick Building, corner Main and Spring Streets.^
(Successors to J. W. B rown,)
ruins the body and mind, unfitting the unfortunate indi
Now is your time to get fitted oot for the coming WARM vidual for business or society. Some of the sad and mel
Rockland, July 15,1862.
-----Dealers in ----WEATHER, and
ancholy effects produced by early habits of youth, are
Weakness of the Back and limbs, Dizziness of the Head,
S O L IC IT O R OF P A T E N 'f S ,
Dimness of sight, Palpitation of the heart, Dyspepsia, Ner
Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, V fa s ^ y io n
vousness, Derangement of the digestive functions, Symp
W HITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
Xo. 2 Spofford Block, is the Place.
toms of Consumption. «kc. The fearful effects on the
{under the Act o f 1857.)
’
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, Ac.,
mind are much to be dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion
Rockland, June 10,1862.
25tf
of Ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
C L O A K IN G S & C LO A K S.
76 S ta te S tre e t, o p p o s ite K ilb y S tre e t.
of society, self-distrust, timidity, <fcc., are among the evils
-----ALSO----BOSTON.
produced. Such persons should before contemplating
matrimony, consult a physician of experience, and be at
M A . N N Y ' ’S
NO. 4 BERRY’S BLOCK.
once restored to health and happiness.
FTER an extensive pracri.ee of upwards oftw euty
Rockland, Feb. 15, 1860.
8if
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat
years, continues to secure Patents in the United States;
ment a few days or weeks, will be furnished with pleas
The subscriber has again returned from BOSTON with
also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries.
ant rooms, and charges for board moderate
Caveats, specifications, BoudSj Assignments, and all Pa.
another large lot of rich and fashionable gouds direct from
Medicines sent to all parts of the country, with full di the Manufactory, all bought jlt C ash prices .
pera or Drawings for Patents, executed on liberal terms,
SUCCESSORS TO PIERCE A KALBR.
rections for use, on receiving description of your cases.—
and with despatch. Researches made into American or
F O R O TN E O R T W O H O R S E S .
Dr. Dow has also for sale the French Capones, warranted
Foreign works, to deteiinine t he validity or utility of l’atDEALERS IN
all in want of
ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in B u i l t E x p reu sly to m e e t i k e vrainta o f N e w the best preventive. Order by mail. Three for $1, and a
red stamp.
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
E
n
g
la
n
d
F
a
r
m
e
r
..
April, 1862.
I6Iy
any Patent furuhMed by remitting One Dollar. Assign
H
a
ts
,
C
aps,
B o o ts, Shoes, & c.,
ments re co rd ^
Washington.
D R Y
G O O D S ,
The Agewy not only the largest in New England, but Awarded the First Premium, Silver Medal and
T o W h o e v e r it M ay C on cern .
cannot fail to be suited here as large supplies have daily
through tlJftveutors have advantages for securing Patents
Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main St. of
FFICERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY AND THEIR been received from Boston and New York Markets, for
usceiiaiaiug the patentability ol Inventions unsurpassed
Diplom a, at the Massachusetts Charitable
EHEN B. MAYO,
)
by, itnpi immeusureably supperior to, any which can be
MEN—if deceased, lheir heirs entitled to Bounty the past month making the stock now more complete than
Meet ionics Association, Boston, I860.
GEORGE F. KALER. j
offered1them elsewhere. The Testimonials below ^iven
Money or Lands, Back Pay and Pensions for sevrices inever, comprising all the styles and fashions in existence,
March 3, 1859.
pseve that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PAT
any of the wars of the Unitod Slates from the Revolution, aud selling at unprecedented low prices.
ENT OFFICE than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS fp ’HE M*c bine as now constructed is excelled by no ma- including the present war. I have had many years ex
A chiiieii i the World.
BUSSELL MILLS
THE BEST PROOF OF A DVANTa GES AND ABILITY
perience in procuring the different claims due for services
C A L I. A N D E X A M IN E A T
It is
. draft, durable, easily managed and will not in the different claims due for services In the different
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, a nJ
can prove, that ai no other office of the kind are the char, Cl<It ha»at • side draft, no weight on «he horxes neck, and wais and haviug the laws and opinions in such cases. I
prepared to assist any person who may wish my ser
fi r professional services so moderate. The immense
W E N T W O R T H ’S,
'T H E subscribers, baviDg sold these ys&t su- ges
wifi cac
ell at any rate of speed. It is the best machine vices, on reasonab'e terms. Information given gratis, by
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, !•
I pekior C o lto n D u c k for severul years past, have enabled
him to accumulate a vast collection of specif .ca in use, for rough or uneven land as the Cutter bar Is en mail or otherwise. 1 have had much trouble in procuring
found that it is considered the best brand now in geueral tions and official decisions relative to patents.
tirely o«*de r the control of the operator, and the Machine claims after others have been employed. To insure suc
use.
Rockland, July 1, 1862.
These, besides his extensive library ol legal and nvechau- can noth'*; tipped over.
cess, employ men that know how to do your business.
The H A R D D U C K has been worn on large Schoon lcal works, and lull accounts of putents grunted in the
’
F. A. LEWIS.
arren , June 3,1862.
ers, Yuclits, Pilot Boats and lias fully proved that it will United Stales and Europe, render him able, beyor.d ques
O F F I C E M A IN S T R E E T .
Mr . . W ise —In accordance with your request, to know
wear longer and “ hag ” lese than other kinds heretofore lion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents
6m 14
Belfast March 25, 1862.
iu general use.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a how I u like the Manny Mower which I purchased of you last
Mt. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck c patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in ■east a , 1 would say that it works to mv entire satisfaction,
T o F e m a le s in D e lic a te H e a lth .
I ha\ e tried it in all kinds of grasi, aud find that it works
hand and for sule by
ventors.
admi rabjy. I would also state that a neighbor of mine
N. BOYNTON Sr CO.,
DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 and 9 Endicott
witn essed the operation of the machine and was so well
134 Commercial St.,
Street,
Boston, is consulted da'ly for all diseases Incident
T E S T IM O N IA L S .
How Lost I How Restored. to ihe female
pleat ed with it that he has concluded to have you order
Feb. 22, I860.
(91y)
BOSTON.
system. Prolapsus Uteri, oi falling of the
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the moat capable and suc one 1 hrfcjin. 1 would recommend the Manny Mower, as
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual
cessful practitioners with whom I have had ofilcial inter being orc beat Machine offered to the public. The one Juat Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Pries S ix Cents. derangements,
J U S T R E C E IV E D
are all treated upon new pathological
course.”
CHARLES MASON.
horse Ifa chine will perform the work of four men and do
A L ecto r© o n th e N a t u r e , T r e a t m e n t a n d principles, and speedy relief guaranteed In a very lew
it far sap. >rior Try It brother farmers, an«l 1 thiuk y
Commissioner of Patents.
Radical Cure of gpermatorrheffia or Seminal Weakness. days. So iuvariabh certain is this new mode of treat
“ 1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they will s ay i i,fti n u the the best investment you ever made Involuntary Emmissions, Sexual Debility, ami Impedi ment, that most obstinate complaints yield uuder it, and
A L a rg e a n d F r e s h S to c k o f
1 ours truly,
A. M- GOBB,
cannot employ a person more competent and trustworthy
ments to Marriage generally, Nervousness, Consumption, the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
und inoie capable of putting their applications in a form A g iic i ilt u r a l W a r e a n d S e e d Store. Enilensv and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, irsultDr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
io secure lor them an early and favorable consideration
i,,S frSS Self-Abuse, A c .-B y ROBT. J . CULVER WELL, eure of diseases of women, and children, than any other
J.
P.
WISE.
at the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
physician in Boston.
M° D., Author of the Green Book, tfC.
Boarding accomodations for patients who may wish to
Laie Commissioner of Patents.
The world-renowned author, in thia admirable Lerturev
Bocklai id, July 1, 1863.
^ t
in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applica
clearly proves from his own experience that the awful stay
A t J . S. HALL & CO.’S,
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten
tions, on all but one of which patents has been granted
consequences of Selfe-nbuse may be effectually removed tion
to an office practice, for the cure of Private Diseases
and that is now pending. Such unmistakeable pror.f
without medicine, and without dangerous surgical opera and Female
N o tic e .
Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
N
o
,
3
S
p
e
a
r
B
lo
c
k
*
great
talent
and
ability
on
his
part
leads
me
to
reccoattions, bongies, instruments, rings, or cordia’s, pointing out
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
19tf
mend all inventors to apply io him to precure their paMIE Co mmittee on Claims and Accounts will be in ses- a mode of cure at once certain and effectual, by which United Slates.
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
ipiii
- ouihov
mov ho
tents,
as they may
be „,lre of having the most faithful ai- JL sfau a t the Custom House, the first Friday of every every sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
tention bestowed
their cases, and at very reason- uiAcifr riiti 1othetwise ordered.
cure’himsels cheaply, privately, and radically. This lec will not be answeredOffice Hours from 8 ▲. M. to 9 p. m*
uble charges.’*
T. K. OSGOOD,
JOHN TAGGART.
Committee. ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
III a l l c a s e s , o r M o C lia r B e s M a d e .
April, 1862.
I61y
C. L. ALLEN,
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, ou
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
G. W. KIMBa LL
R. DOW is consulted daily, from 8 a . m. to 8 r m as large practice, made on twice rejected applications SIX
the receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps, by address2 ltf
U?°H a ,i ,,i<Pcu,^ and chronic diseases of every TEEN APPEALS, EVERYONE of which was decided
Rock! and, i May 14« 1862iDS’
Db. ciias . j . c . k u n e ,
unine und nature, having by bis unwearied attention andiu his favor, by the Committee of Patents.
S e lf-S e a lin g
extraordinary success gained a reputation which culls pa127 Bowery, New York, Fowl Office Bon, 4586.
R. H. EDDY.
tleuta from all parts of the country to obtain advice
Boston, Dec. 2, 2861.
Angu.121, 1862.
(« » )
7ly
N IC H O L S ’
Iy51
Among the physicians in Boston, none stand higher in
the profession thau the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 End
f B a rk a n d Iro n ,
icott street, Boston. Those who nged Hie services of an
I N which all kind, of Fruit and Vegetable, may be kept
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call.
P. S. Dr. Dow
-

S a m a rita n S a lve,

s w s s m s i ana

H

T ftlN

HATS

R . 11. E D D Y ,

Made Tliereon.

_A_. P . B I L L S

An eminent physician has discovered that
the nightmare in nine cases out of ten is pro
duced by owing a bill for a newspaper, and the
best cure is to pay up a t once.
Children are the bolts and screws that beet
fasten a man to the community.

B o o k a n d P a m p h le t P r i n t in g

Silks, Dress Goods, Shaw ls,

String B eans and Green Corn in Brine.—
I t is not generally known that string beans can
be kept in salt the same as cucumbers. When
of suitable size for cooking, pick and string
them, and break in small peices, as for ordinary
boiling, and pack in fiirkensor stone jars, using
a layer of salt, two inches in depth of beans,
more salt, and so on until the vessel is filled,
covering with a good coating of salt. Over IJ5AKES pleaeare in info
informing bis many friend, and pau
now prepared to furnish all kinds and
this place a board cover, kept down by a stone
n r other w p itrh t
Th. n
i
l
m
I qualiliea of ;BOOTS manufactured upon these CEI.EOr Ot e
eight, ln e salt soon estiacts sufil- , URATE I) l a s t s , which are the latest and most improv
ement water irom the beans to cover the whole ' ed pattern yet brought before the public.
with brine, in which condition they will keep
T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t
for a year, if required. To prepare them for is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed
cooking, soak in water over night, and if too in accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation of
Balt freshen in more water before boiling.— the bottom of the fool, an entirely new principle and a
improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE
Green corn ears may also be preserved in salt, great
LASTS.
and when required for use, soak till freshened,
The principles herein suggested and followed out by
careful
patient reasoning and experiment bns now for
and boil. Cucumbers for pickles, may be put the firstand
time been practically and fullv developed and ap
in with the beans, thus saving an extra firkin ; plied. They produce a BOOT anJ SHOE perfectly com
fortable
and
easy at first, no matter how thick or substan
as they are pickled in precisely the same man
the soles, and the importance of this for predestrian
ner, freshening in water, and putting in vin tial
purposes cannot be exaggerated, and conferring advanta
egar, with or without spices before using.
ges winch can be most sensibly appreciated by those who
“ If thee becst a widiwer, and hast yung
children, and a maiden ladie, whom it would
be inexpedient for thee to wed, is sure they are
darlings' be upon thy guard. But if she who
is ‘sure they are darlings' be herself a widy,
and thee wouldBt not surrender thy liberty, thee
hadst better take thy little ones and flee into
a fair countrie, and right airlie; else the widy
will do unto thee as did Pharaoh unto the chil
dren of Israel—she will not let thee go.”

T

R E -O P E N IN G
A f t e r t l i o U’ i i ’ o .

GEORGE. W 7FRENCH,

October 23, 1861.

To the Judge o f Probate within and for the
County o f Knox,

HE undersigned, Guardian of CARO C. and HELEN M.
MANSFIELD, minor heirs of D. H. MANSFIELD,
late of Warren, in said County, deceased, represents that
said minors are seized and possessed of certain real estate,
described as follows— All the interest of said wards in a
lot of land situated in Bucksport, bounded ns follows, to
w it: beginning at the Southeast corner of a lot of land
conveyed by Folsom Jc Spofford io Nathaniel Chase, (for
merly occupied by Walter Clary,) above Smelt Brook, so
called, on the North Easterly side of ihe County road;
thence running back on the line of Chase lot seven rods
to a stake and stones; thence Southeasterly on a line
parallel with the County road five rods to stake and stones;
thence Westerly to a line parallell with the first described
line seven rods io the County road aforesaid, und thence
Northerly hy said County road io first bounds ; containing
iods, and being the same premises conveyed to
NORTH STORE IN WALKER BLOCK thirty-five
Clark Cottle by Folsom <t Spofford, bv deed recorded in
Hancock Records Book 93, page 196. That an advuntugeofler of six hundred dollars has been made for the
{Head o f Park Street and Spear Block.)
e by Chesley Perkins, oi Bucksport, in said County,
which offer it is for the interest of all concerned immedi
M o.
ately to accept, the proceeds of sale to be plased at inter
est for the benefits of said wards. Said Guardian there
T3ESPECTFULLY informs his many custom- fore prays for license to sell and convey the above dessaid offer.
1 A ers and the public in general, that since the burning erbied real estate to the person makingJOSEPH
FOGG.
of the store lately occupied by him in Palmer Block, he
April 12, 1862.
has temporarily established himself at the above place,
where he Is just opening an extensive assortment of care
fully selected aud very desirable goods, such as :
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate held at Rockland,
on the second Tuesday of August, 1862.
B r o a d c lo th s, C a ss iin c r e s, D o e sk in s, On the petition aforesaid, Ordebed, that notice be giveen by publishing a copy of said Petition with this Order
V e a lin s a , S ilk n n d W o o l M i x t u r e ., C n .k thereon, three weeks successively, prior to the second Tues
day of September next, in the Rockland Gazette, a news
u ie r c ttu , C o tto n a d e u , &c*« Acc., a ls o
paper primed in Rockland,that all persons interested may
uttend at a Court of Probate, then to be held at Rockland,
TAILORING TRIMMINGS,
ami show cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
an abundant variety of
II. ALDEN. Judge,
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
A t t e s t A . S. R ic e . Register.
3w*34
G e n tle m e n s ’s F u r n i s h i n g G oods

IT MAY CONCERN.

A N O T H E R

“ The Lost Found. ” One of the deacons in
the church a t Hilton Head has lately found his
wife, who was sold from him fourteen years ago.
He beard that 6he had lately come to Beaufort,
whither he went in search of her. He found
her in the street, with a basket of watermelons
on her head. He called, “ Say, you nigger,
what for you got that basket of watermelons
on your head?” She did not recognize him.
He repeated the call as he approached. She
knew him. The lost were found. The dead
were come to life again. A father has lately
found his son, a young man of twenty years or
more, who was sold away when only six years
old. Surely war has its sweet as well as ils
bitter fruits!—Independent.

P .

_A_. S. R I C E ,

THOMASTON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Thomaston, Maine.
Atwood Leveusaler, l’res't.
Wm. R. Keith, Sec’y

Mental E xcitement.—Bad news weakens the
action of the heart, oppresses the lunge, de
stroys the appetite, stops digestion, and par
tially suspends all the Iunctions of the system
An emotion of shame flushes the face; fear
blanches i t ; and an instant thrill electrifies a
million nerves. Surprise spurs the pulse into
a gallop. Delirium infuses great energy.—
Volition commands, and hundreds of muscles
spring to execute. Powerful emotion often
kills the body at a stroke. Eminent public
speakers have died in the midst of an impas
sioned burst of eloquence, or when the deep
emotion that produced it suddenly subsided.—
Largrave, the young Parisian, died when he
heard that the musical prize for which he had
competed was adjudged to another.

Mrs. Julia Gardner Tyler, widow of the
late ex-President John Tyler, has arrived at
Fortress Monroe, Virginia, on her way to the
North. Mrs. Tyler is a Northern lady, and at
the time of her marriage with President Tyler,
was one of the belles of New York fashionable
life, and her marriage created a great sensation
a t the time. She now returns a widow, with

C IT E

KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
land, on the second Tuesday of August 1862.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered. That notice be
given by publishing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, three weeks successively prior to the second Tues
day of September next, in the Rockland Gazette, a news
paper printed in Rockland, that all persons interested may
attend at a Court of Probate then to be holden in Rockland,
show cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
II. ALDEN, Judge.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w34

suffer from tender fe e t .
j
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS
will hardly be reconciled to wear any other. As one ex
claims ! “ To all pel sons who wish to have a neat fitting
Boot and one in which they can take solid comfort !
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E N T O L D ,”
In short, this L ast is made to f i t the foot.
S a m p le B o o t s

T lic fitte s t b r a n d s o f S to c k are worked at this
establishment by the best workmen in the State, and
satibfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders filled with
promptness and despatch.
J o b b i n g of all kinds done with neatness.
P. S. Thankful for the liberal patronage bestowed
upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to business to merit a liberal share in the future.

Give him an early C alf at

No. 4, Spofford Block, up Stairs.
Rockland, Dec. 19, 1861.

3mS2

Crockery.

S

OME NEW AND PRETTY PATTERNS, just opening
and for sale low by
H. H. CRIE.
May J, 1662.
19lf

AND STILL THEY COME !!

C A R P E T S 4* F E A T H E R S .

M AYO & K A L E R ,

MORE NEW GOODS.

A

P a te n t M ow er a n d Reaper,

J

O O TTO K T

D U C K ..

C A JJT IO N

SI

DRUGS AND

MANHOOD;

CHEMICALS,

certain cure

D

Iro n a n d SI eel.

Elixir c

F R U IT

G rass Seeds,

C jY N S,

